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PREFACE

This thesis presents the results of a three
year research project carried out by the author
from October. 1964 to June. 1967 while a
Commonwealth Scholar in this country.

The contents of the thesis are divided into
three parts.

Part I describes the analytical and experimental
studies on a seoond-order b~ng-bang ~ervo under
non-ideal operating'oonditions. The sen~itivity and
stability of the bang-bang system have been,
investigated •., This work .waa oarried'out during
1964-65 while a,researoh scholar at the Queen's
Univer~ityof Belfast,

Part II of the thesis is entitled "Self-optimisation
using Pseudo-Random Binary Sequences"., In this part.
the performance of the original hill-climbing system
which employs discontinuous parameter adjustment and
of the modified system using continuous paramet~r
adjustment is described. It is shown that the system
with oontinuous parameter adjustment has a superior
performance. A novel analogue running averager has
been developed which is simple and inexpensive.



(iii)

Part III describes an invest~gation into the
frequency response of a sample-and-hold element at
certain sampling frequencies.

As a result of the work described. three papers
have been published and a fourth one has been
accepted for publication.

1.' "A Note on the Performance of the Second-order
Maximum Effort Controller", X.K. Murthy.
International Journal of Control, Vol.2, No.3.
September, 1965.

2.' "An Electro-Mechanical Running Averager",
K.C. Ng and K.K. Murthy. Electronic Engineering.
March, 1967.

3. "Recent Advances in a Hill-climbing System",
X.C. Ng, K.K. Murthy, D.H. Stockwell and
K.R. Morris, Second I.E.E. Convention on
Advances in Computer Control, Bristol,
April, 1967.

(Paper 1 is based on Part I and papers 2 and 3

are based on part II)

4. "Frequency Response of Linear Sampled-Data
Control Systems", J.L. Douce, X.C. Ng
and K.K. Murthy. This paper has been



(iv)

accepted for publication in 'Controlto
(This paper is based on part III)

All the published papers are enclosed in the
thesiso



1.

PAR T I

PERFORMANCE OF THE SECOND-ORDER RELAY
SERVO UNDER NON-IDEAL OPERATING

CONDITIONS

SUMMARY

The behaviour of a second-order bang-bang
control system when the system parameters are varied
is investigated. For non-ideal operating conditions.
the response of the bang-bang servo is compared
with that of a saturating servoo The sensitivity
of the bang-ban.g servo for variations in the system
dynamics has been examined. The stability of the
system in the presence of additional time delays
and time lags is investigated. Analogue computer
results agree with the theoretical predictions.
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LIST OF PRINCIPAL SYMBOLS

9i :::Input position and input signal.

90 :::Output position and output signal.
::: ::: = Error signal.
::: :::y = Output velocity.

u,~ = Control signal.

a :::Maximum developed torque.
1 .= ¥ ::: Undamped resonance frequency.

:::Motor field build-up time constant.

TD = Delay time.
TR = Response time.

TAB :::Time taken to travel over the phase path AB.

Kv = Gain factor of the stabiliser.

::: Gain factor of the error processing
non-linearity.

S = Switching function.
::: Initial position x(o).
::: Coefficient of viscous friction damping.
::: Cost function.
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w = Plant parameter vector.

:: Nominal design value of motor acceleration.

= Actual motor acceleration.

= Relative sensitivity.

= Maximum value of relative sensitivity.

G(p)

N(m)

= Transfer function of the process.

:: Describing function.

= Phase angle of describing function.

R :: Magnitude of describing function.

A :: Output signal of the relay.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There are essentially two approaches to the
optimal control problem. One is concerned with
optimising the responses of the controlled variable
to disturbances of the system to be controlled. For
a single variable system. at each instant there is a
known desired value of the controlled variable. The
control engineer is primarily concerned with keeping
the maximum error to a minimum. and then with such
other aspects of the response as the number of
oscillations in the transients due to step disturbances,
the magnitudes of overshoots and undershoots, and
their durations. He is interested in the entire
response and thus simultaneously in many indexes of
performance. Reduction of the maximum system error
cannot normally be achieved regardless of the magnitude
of a step change. over the reduction tha~ can be
attained with linear control functions. Tests have
shown that simple non-linear control functions
definitely improve system response.

The early control engineers intuitively assumed
that any control system error which did not demand
the maximum control effort could be corrected faster
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if the maximum available control effort were applied.
Thus, when the control signal is constrained to take
on only its maximum or minimum values. it is called
a 'Steering Function'. Minimum response time is
obtained only if the sign of the steering function
is caused to change in the proper manner.

A 'Switching Function' is the function of the
controlled variable and its derivatives that defines
all the instants at which the steering or control
function must change sign for minimum response time.

A lot of work has been done on these optimum
switched systems. Minimum response time control was
obtained for an Aircraft engine propeller system as
early as 1944 by Oldenbergerl• In 1950, Mcdonald2

published a paper on th~ on-off time optimal control
of second-order systems with bounded inputs. This
was followed in 1951 by phase plane, topological and
analogue computer studies of the same system by
Hopkin3, Uttley and Hammond4• Flugg-Lotz5 published..
a book in 1951 on the bang-bang control of second-
order systems with linear switching functions. West
et a16 in 1954 proposed a method of mechanising the
bang-bang control of a second-order system. Many



authors have derived optimum switching functions
for higher order control systems7,8.

The second approach to the optimal control
problem is essentially a mathematical one. Busha~4
in 1953. originated this approach. In 1956. Bellman
et al9 gave a general treatment of the optimal
problem. In 1957. the Russian mathematician
Pontryagin published his maximum principle explained
in 1959 by RosonoerlO. Lasalle11 proved that an on-
off control system is the time optimal systemo Since
then. various authors have reported further work on
the mathematics of optimal systems.

In the work being reported in this thesis, the
first essentially engineering approach is takeno

The simplest example of a bang-bang servo is the
relay actuated servo motor position controllero In
all relay or bang-bang control systems, the system
always operates under maximum actuating torque
conditions. For half the time, maximum accelerating
torque is developed and for the other half maximum

ede~leration torque is developed. In other words.
the direction of the torque is reyersed at exactly
half way following an initial disturbance from the



state of rest. The switching trajectories for this
ideal second.order system are half parabolas in the
second and fourth quadrants passing through the
origin. The switching from acceleration to decele-
ration takes place on this parabolic switching curveo

Such an optimum switching can be achieved by a suitably
designed non-linear e.rror processing deYice6 to actuate
the relay.

The operaticn of such a switched relay servo
system has been obtained under the following
assumptions:

(i) Inputs limited to step functions.
(ii) Instantaneous switching on the change-over

boundary.
(iii)
(iv)

No time delays present in the syst&m.
Accurate knowledge of the motor dynamics.

The limitation on the admissible inputs is in
general. severeo Bushawl2 has shown that f'orthe
response to be optimal. only steps and ramps are
admissible as inputs to the pure inertia servo and
only steps are admissible inputs for the servo with
inertia plus Coulomb or viscous friction. Neverthe-
less, West and Nikiforukl3 have obtained the frequency
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response and shown that considerable improvement in
performance can be achieved for sinusoidal inputs
also. '

The other two assumptions tend to be in general.
idealistico In practice. instantaneous switching on
the reversal curve cannot take place and finite time
delays have to be taken into account. In addition,
relay r~steresis, contact spacing, etcoo tend to
deteriorate the performance of the system., Time
delays have the effect of permitting the state of
the system to over-travel the switching trajectory,
reverse, over-tr~vel again and so forth. Thus the
trajectory may approach a terminal limit cycleo The
effect of inputs other than the ones considered in
the initial system concept. can also have disturbing
consequenceso

These remarks emphasize the fact that the on-off
control system can be extremely sensitive to variations
in system parameters. The qualitative nature of the
deterioration in performance under the non-ideal
conditions is investigated in this work. It is compared
with the performance of a saturating servo system
with a small linear regime and shown that the perfor-
mance of the saturating servo is superior to that of



the relay servoo The stability of the relay servo
is investigated in the presence of time delays and
additional lago The sensitivity of the system for
variations in the motor dynamics is examinedo If
the range of variations of the system parameter is
known, it is shown that by suitably designing the
switching curve, the response can be made to be least
sensitive to these variationso
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2., THE OPTTMUM SYSTEM

The system used for the analysis is schematically
shown in Fi.g"lo The torque limited servo motor is
actuated by a relay so that the motor always develops
maximum torque the direction of which depends upon
the position of the relay or the sign of the control
signal uo Frictional forces in the motor are neglected.
The transfer function can then be represented by
G(p)

Th.e Equations of the switching curves or traj ee·t-
ories on which the poLar-Lty of the control signal is
reversed is to be derivedQ since these are necessary
for synthesisi.ng the controller. Either a differential
equation approach or a matrix notation can be used.
The matrix notation is particularly suitable for
higher order systems.

For the system under consideration.
to (1)90 = ul • • • • 0

By defining

XJ. = 90

•x2 = ~ = 90
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the system Equation can be written in the matrix form
e

x- A x + Bu o 0 • • 0 (2)

where

A is an n x n matrix9 B is an n x m matrix
(m ~ n )9 .! is an n-vector and u an m-veot or-,

In our caseQ

The solution of Equation (2) is obtained by the
method of variation of parametersQ and is given by
Bellman9 as

x =
-1

Q B u dt + 00000 (3)

where the matrix Q is defined in such a way as to
satisfy the Equation

o

Q = 'A Q • • • • 0

and Q(O) = I • • • • 0 (5 )

and ~o is x at t = 00 (~o lies on the last
phase of the trajectory)
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Equation (4) represents four simultaneous differential
equations:
o o o •

(6)

The solution of this set of equations with the
constraints of Equation (5) yields

• • • •• (7)

••••• (8)

When t = T, origin is reached and from Equation (3)

we get
T

- f
o

Solving the two simultaneous equations represented

x =-0
-1

-Q B u dt ••••• (9)

by (9) • we get
u T2

Xo 1 Xo - u1T= -r 9 =
1 2

Eliminating T between these two Equations, the
switching function S is given by
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s =
x 2
2

2ul = o ••••• (10)

Equation (10) defines the curve in the phase plane
at which the control function ~ must change sign
for optimal response. On the phase plane (Xl=X,
x2=y), Equation (10) becomes

s = x - o ••••• (11)

which is the Equation of a Parabola.
For the system of Figol,

= = + a
- --2

T

where 'a' is the maximum torque developed by the motor.

Hence Equation (11) can be written as

s = + 2ax~ =
T

o •• • •• (12)

positive sign in Region (i) and negative sign in
Region (ii).

Equation (12) can also be written as
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s y Iyl + 2ax 0 (13)= 7 = •• • • •

for S< o, the output of the relay is positive
for S >0. the output of the relay is negative

In Fig.2. ABC is a typical trajectory. With
correct reversal from acceleration to deceleration
on the critical trajectory, the response will be
optimumo This means that for minimum time of response.
all the constant acceleration trajectories from
different initial conditions must change over to the
same critical decelerating trajectory through the
origino

At the point of change-over B.

= - h /2o

1/2
(aho/T')

)

l • • • •• (14)

=

The optimum change-over can be achieved by
mechanising Equation (13) using a non-linear error
processing device and a linear velocity feedback
stabilisation ter.m which has been called the SERME
system by West6 et al.
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2.1. The Total Response Time

The total time of response can be calculated easily
from the above equations.

It is assumed that no over-shoot is to occur at c.

in Region (i)

Integrating,

. at/T2eo =

At B, . atIlT290 = YB =

Hence TAB = YBT2/a

Substituting for YB from Equation (14), we get

=

Since the change-over takes place at the half-way point

= ••••• (15)

Thus from Equation (15), it is seen that the response
time is dependent on the magnitude of the input step
only since 'a', th~ maximum torque developed is a
constant for a given servo motor. The response time
versus the input step magnitude characteristic is
shown in Fig.IQ.
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,30 EFFECT OF DEPARTURES FROM IDEAL SWITCHING
CONDITIONS

It is again emphasised that the response of the
system is optimal only when the assumptions of Section 1
(page 7) are valido In this Sectionv some of the
common practical departures from the ideal conditions
and their effect on the system response are consideredu

3010 Errors in the Switching Locus

When the switching trajectory is mechanisedv the
actual realisation of the switching curve may not
follow the ideal parabolic curve exactlyo Let us
first consider the effect when the actual switching
curve is nearer to the error axis than the ideal
curveo This is shown in Figo3(a)o Ar~ representative
point P moves along the acceleration trajectory till
it meets the change~over boundary at PI at which the
relay re~e~es the torqueo The system must then
follow a deceleration trajectory. The switching
locus itself is not a deceleration trajectory, so the
state point tries to follow the deceleration trajectory. "P P which passes through Plo This causes the relay
to reverse again and follow an acceleration ~rajectory
parallel to PP10 Thus, the state point follows the
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switching locus to the origin with the relay chatter-
ing at high frequency. This response of the system
is slower than the ideal response.

On the other hand, if the actual switching
trajectory is nearer to the y-axis than the ideal,
the motion is shown in Fig.3(b). Relay reverses at
PI' follows the deceleration trajectory through PI'
reverses again at P2 and so ono Thus, the system
has overshoots and undershoots and the amplitude of
successlve oscillations decreases and the frequency
increases until the system reaches the origin.

3020 Effect of Friction

The effect of friction on the ideal trajectory
has been studied by Kazdal59 Stoutl6, Flugge-lotz5

and otherso In principle, the presence of Coulomb
friction results in bringing the error rate to zero
but not the error when the steady state is reached.
This is not true in practice. In the presence of
friction. in practice, end-point oscillations (a kind
of convergent hunting) as shown in Fig.4(a) are
observed. This results in a larger time to reach the
steady state. If the magnitude of the Coulomb
friction torque is known. by delaying the instant of
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switching from acceleration to deceleration, improved
performance can be obtained. With this modification
the Equation of the switching trajectory in the
fourth quadrant becomes

s = 2a (1 + aC) xT2 a

instead of Equation (12) where ac is the magnitude of
Coulomb friction torqueo

If the effect of viscous friction has to be taken
into account properlY9 new switching trajectories
must be derived by solving the Equation

+ =

instead of solving Equation (1).

The solution of this yields the Equation of the
switching trajectory

s = = 0

It is seen that the Equation of the switching
trajectory depends upon the damping constant kf•
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3.3. Relay Hysteresis and Threshold

The presence of Hysteresis and Threshold in the
relay characteristic delays the change-over from
acceleration to deceleration. The delayed trajectories
are shown in Fig.4(a). The delayed trajectories are
also parabo1ico Because of the delayed trajectory
not passing through the origin. terminal limit cycles
are observed17• These limit cycle oscillations can
be stable or unstable. The system thus performs
wasteful gyrations resulting in an increase in response
time~ •

3.4. Time Lags and Time Delays

Time delays and time lags are inevitably present
in any practical system. The effect is again to delay
the change-over from acceleration to deceleration.
The effect of time delay is shown in Fig.4(b). These
may produce terminal limit cycles. If the time constant
of the lag and the delay times are known. the magnitude
and frequency of the limit cycle can be calculated
by the method of Section 5.
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40 SENSITIVITY OF THE OPTIMAL SYSTEM

In any successful optimal design. the achievement
of the desired response and its relative insensitivity
to system parameter changes or for small component
imperfeotions is one of the basic requirements. In
many applicationsQ the invariability of the response
or the insensitivity to parameter changes is even
more im.portant than nominal behaviour.

Consider the general control process described
by the Equation

•x = f [ ~(t).~(t).~ ] .0000 (16)

where

~ is the state vector
~(t) is the control vector
w is the plant parameter vector

If
C =

T

f ¢(x,u..) dt
o --

••••• (17)

is the performance index on the basis of which the
optimum ~ is determined, then by solving Equations
(16) and (17). ~opt. in general, can be determined.
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Let
U opt = t [~(t ). z,(t). t ] ••••• (18)

The plant parameter vector ~ which appears in
Equation (16) seldom corresponds to the value of ~
in Equation (18) due to component inaccuracies,
environment effects, etc. Hence if w is the actual-p
value of the plant vector, then from Equations (16)
and (18), we have

i = f [ ~(t). {~[ ~(t). :!!o(t). t J} '!!pJ

Optimum operation requires that ~o = ~p'

For every actual plant parameter value ~p' a best
value of ~o exists such that the performance index C
has an optimum value. Under such conditions, when
W is varying, C can be considered as a function of-p
~o and wp' Therefore variations in C due to small
parameter variations is given by

AC =

Analytical solution for the evaluation of AC is in
general, difficult18•
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One possible criterion of performance based on
the insensitivity to parameter changes would be to
minimise the maximum deviation from the optimal
behaviouro This can be achieved by evaluating the
"Relative sensitivity" and choosing the control
parameter such that the maximum value of the relative
sensitivity is a minimum19•

Relatiye sensit.ivity for the control ~(t) is
defined19 to be the difference between the actual
value of the performance index C(!!oowp) and that
which would be obtained if the control were the
optimal for the plant parame t ez- w 9 C(w ,wp> divided.. -p -p -
by the optimal performance index for normalisationo

=
c(!!o9!_P) C(!!p'!!p)

IC (!!p II.!p )I
••••• (19)

It is seen from Equation (19) that the relative
sensitivity SR is always a positive number and that
the optimal value of SR is zero. regardless of the
value of the performance index itself.

The relative sensitivity function can now be
evaluated for the bang-bang system considered in
Section 2.
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From Equation (1). the plant considered in Section 2
is described by

= = where lui~ 1

The control signal u is given by

u ~ - sign [ xl/2 y ]+
(2w )1/2

o

where 2

When wp = woQ the system is optimal.

For a given range of variation in wp(i.e. in 'a)
a suitable value of wo(ioeo XV) can be chosen such
that the maximum relative sensitivity is a minimum
thus resulting in a system which is relatively
insensitive to these variations.

The performance index for this system is the time
to reach the optimum from 'any initial point in the
phase planeo From Equation (15), the response time
of the Gptimal system is given by
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= = ••••• (20)

Let us consider the normalised system in which
h =1, and nominal w =1. w

Tl
is assumed to vary in theo p ~

range 0.7,wp,lo3. That is a variation of ~30 percent
from the nominal value.

When wp>wo' as discussed in Section 3.1. the
system chatters to the origin along the switching
curve and the response time can be shown to be given
by (Appendix Aol)

=

•• • • • (21)

However. when wp<wo' again as discussed in
Section 301. an infini·te number of switchings are
required for the state point to reach the origin and
the response time can be derived as (Appendix A.2)

••••• (22)
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From Equations (20), (21) and (22). the relative
sensitivity sR is given by

[1+
. 1/2

sR 1 ~ ] 1 ,= -
12 Wo

..(2
= w 1/2 w -w 1/2

(l+wE) [l-(wO+wP) ]o 0 p

1 , W ~wp 0

)
)
)

l
)

~

~

(23)•••••

Equation (23) is plotted in Fig.5 as a function of
wp over the assumed range of wp for different values
of wo. The value of Wo is to be chosen such that
the maximum relative sensitivity SM is a minimum.
From Fig.5 it is seen that

SM (0.7, 1.3) = 0.2

SM (1.3. 0.7) = 1.45

8M (1. 0.7) = 0.89

and so on. Hence Wo = 0.7 gives the minimum value
for SM. Thus. when Wo is chosen ~s 0.7. the response
time will be'within ~ = 2.35 seconds for a varia-

.f0.7tion of wp in the range 0.7,Wp,1.3. Hence by choosing
.the switching curve corresponding to wo=0.7. the best

system from the sensitivity considerations can be obtained.



5. §!!BILITY OF THE SYSTEM

In this Section, the stability of the relay servo
considered in Section 2 is discussed. As stated in
Section 3. presence of time delays,.lags, etc. are
inevitable in practice and their presence gives rise
to non-ideal switching trajectorieso The object of
stability analysis for the bang-bang servo is to
determine the magnitude and frequency of the limit
cycle that may be present due to the non-optimum
operating conditions that may exist.

The system of Section 2 can be represented by the
block diagram of Figo6(a)o The stability analysis of
the system of Fig06(a) is difficult since the two non-
linearities are not in simple cascade. Since the
purpose of the non-linearity NI and the velocity feed-
back signal is to satisfy Equation (13), these can
be replaced by a single non-linearity satisfying the
boundary Equation (13)0 The equivalent system is
shown in Figo6(b)o The control computer obeys
Equation (13) and generates the control signal ec•

INow since NI and N2 are in simple cascade, stability
analysis is possible by the describing function

•technique. The non-linearity NI is frequency dependent
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and N2 is only amplitude dependent. The frequency
•dependent describing function of NI can be evaluated

from Equation (13). It is assumed that the system
has sufficient low-pass filtering effect so that the
harmonics above the fundamental ma.y be neglected.

The non-linearity N2 is of zero memory type and
does not 'introduce a phase shift to the describing

•function. But NI contributes a phase shift to the
describing function which can be evaluated (Fig.7).

Let N(m) be the describing function of the two
non-linearities in cascade. Let

N(m) = R exp (j¢) ••••• (24)

If x = m cos wt,

. ';~I~""the output of N2 is a square wave of magnitude ~a.

Hence the magnitude R of the describing function is

R , ••••• (25)

The phase shift ¢ is calculated by considering
!

the control computer.
The control computer in Fig.6(b) evaluates the

control signal ec•
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2ax
ec = Y IYI + ~

The phase shift is found by evaluating the instant
at which ec goes through zero (Fig.?). Considering
the one half.cycle in which Y does not change sign,

2am m2w2 ')ec = T2 cos wt - san" wt

ec = 0

when
2am cos wt m2w2 sin2 wt 0 (26).T2 - = • • • • 0

Solving Equation (26) for cos wt, we get
I

cos wt = cos 9 = f.;{ - ;2 + [<;/ + <w2ml2J ~ }
The phase angle ¢ of the describing function = the

phase angle at which x passes through zero the
phase angle e.

Therefore

¢ = ~ - e
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1

N(m) = ~ exp {j Sin-{*{;~+ [(;/ + (w
2m)2J 2}]}
••••• (27)

The amplitude and phase of N(m) as a function of
m are plotted in Fig.8.

If G(jw) is the transfer function of the control
process, then by Nyquist stability criterion, the
limit cycle must adjust itself to satisfy the Equation

- N(m) = 1G(jw) • • • • • (28)

The limit cycle may give rise to stable or
unstable oscillations. This'can be easily checked

•
by plotting 1 and - N(m). Since - N(m) isG( jw)
frequency dependent. a family of N(m) curves for
different values of ware to be plotted in the G(jw)

1plane. The point of intersection of G(jw) and
- N(m) that corresponds to the same frequency on
both the curves gives the magnitude an~ frequency of
the limit cycle. Alternatively. an analytical
solution can be obtained by equating the amplitudes
and phase angles in Equation (28).
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Simple Lag :-

If a simple lag representing the motor field
build-up time constant which was neglected earlier,
is included with the process of Section 2,

where Tl is the time constant of the lag.

Hence from Equation (28)',we have

1
= CA)2T2(1+ w2Ti)2 exp [j tan-l(WT'l)]

••••• (29)

The amplitude and frequency of the limit cycle
are obtained by equating the magnitudes and phase
angles in Equation (29) and solving for CA)and m.
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This results in

w = 0..447
T1

Tl 2
5061 a (r)

} ••••• (30)

m =

From Equation (30) the amplitude and frequency
of the limit cycle can be calculated. It is seen
that the period of the limit cycle is proportional
to TI and the amplitude proportional to (TI/T)2.

Time Delay :-

If a pure time delay of magnitude TD is present
instead of a lag of time constant TI, proceeding in
a similar way, it can be shown that

w = 00485
TD

Tn 2
m = 5042 a (r)

} ••••• (31)

Thus the period and amplitude of the l~mit cycle
are again proportional to TD and (Tn/T)2 respectively.

Time Delay and Time Lag -:-

If both the time delay and the lag are present,
the same method can be applied to derive expressions
for m and'w.
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1
w
2
= -(Tl+TD)(~2+8)+{~4(Tl+TD)2+16rt[Ti+(Tl+TD)2J}2

2(Tl+Tn)[~2Ti-4(Tl+Tn)2]

m =

•• • • • (32)

From Equation (32). wand m can be evaluated
for any given Tl and Tn.
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6. ANALOGUE COMPUTER STUDIES

As pointed out in Sections 3 and 4. the bang-bang
system is sensitive to departures from ideal operating
conditions and parameter variations. The deterioration
in the performance of the ideal system under these
operating conditions is studied by simulating the
system on the analogue computer. For comparison of
the performance under these different operating
conditions, a common performance index is necessary.
The time required to bring the state point to the
origin from an initial state in the phase plane is
chosen as the performance index. The response time
(TR) is defined to be the time taken for both the
error and error rates to become zero simultaneously
following an initial step disturbance to the system.,

In the presence of terminal limit cycles, the error
I

and error rates cannot become zero. Hence response
time is reckoned as the time required to bring the
error and error rates into a small region around the
origin. This region is chosen to be a small rhombus
enclosing the origin.

The performance of the bang-bang controller is
compared with that of a 'saturating system. The
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parameter chosen for variation is the gain factor of
the stabilising network. When the stabiliser gain
factor is adjusted to have the critical value. the
bang-bang system has the optimal response and the
state point reaches the origin without any overshoot.
It ia easily seen that the critical value of the gain
factor is given by

K (critical)
V'

where Kl is the gain factor of the error processing
non-linearity.

The effect of additional lags representing field
build-up time constant of the motor on both the
bang-bang system and the saturating system are
studied. The magnitude and frequency of the terminal
limit cycle when the additional time lag and time
delay are present are measured and compared with the
calculated values using Equation (32).

The block diagram of the analogue computer set-up
is shown in Fig.9. The non-linear unit$ are built
using biased diode circuits. The bang-bang characte-
ristic has negligible hysteresis and threshold
effects. Response time ls measured by measuring the
output voltage of an integrator to the input of which
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a constant DoCo voltage is applied at the same instant
as the input step is applied to the systemo The
time delay is simulated using fourth order Pade'
approximation58• In the simulation. the saturation
characteristic had a slope of 10 and the time constant

1of the additional lag -ro the integrator time
constanto

601. Discussion of Results

The results of the computer studies are shown
in Figs. 10 and 11. It is seen that, from Fig.lO,
the theoretical and the practical response time
characteristics agree very closely for the system,
under the ideal conditions. It is seen that the
saturating system with the stabiliser gain set to
correspond to critical damping takes about 5 percent
more time to reach the origin than the bang-bang
system with critical stabiliser gain. Fig.ll shows
the response time characteristics for the different
non-ideal conditions. The bang-bang system is more
sensitive to changes in stabiliser gain than the
saturating system as can be seen from Figs.ll(a) and
ll(b). The response time increases by about 32 percent
when the gain is reduced from the best (critical)
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value by 10 percent I.nthe case of bang-bang sys t em,

as compared to an increase of about 13 percent only
for the saturating system. The magnitude of the
overshoot or undershoot for the bang-bang system
can be calculated from the expression

[ K2.
I) ]ho 1 T' z,

Ta - ··~v

x =o.s .. [ Kf + K; ]2a

where ho is the magnlt:ude of the step input"

The inclusion of the additional lag introduces
terminal limit cycles.. The response time for the
bang-bang system increases by about 45 percent with
the lag as compared to an increase of onl.y 3 to 4

percent for the saturati.ng system, as can be seen
from Figs ..ll(c) and (d) ..

When both a time delay and a lag are included,
the magnitude and frequency of the resulting limit
cycle in the bang-bang system has been measured ..
Fig.12 shows that the measured values agree closely
with the values calculated using Equation (32).
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7. CONCLUSIONS

From experimental studies on the Analogue
computer, it has been shown that the performance of
the bang-bang controller is optimum only when the
conditions obtainable are ideal. In the presence
of switching curve errors, time lags and time delays
the saturating servo has a better performance. The
bang-bang servo is more sensitive to parameter
variations and non-ideal conditions than the saturat-
ing servo. The linear operating regime in thesatu-
rating servo is also extremely useful in eliminating
terminal limit cycles.

The stability of the SERME system has been studied
and expressions for the magnitude and fre~uency of
the limit cycle have been derived. Experimental

\ vfilues agree closely with the theoretically predicted
~:

values.

When the motor dynamics vary. if the range of
these variations are known, it has been shown that
by suitably altering the switching curve it is
possible to obtain a system response which is least
sensitive to these variations.
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8. APPENDICES

A.1. Derivation of Response Time when w'>Wo

When the motor dynamics are such that wp>wo'
the nature of the response is similar to the case
when the switching curve is nearer the error axis
than the ideal curve as discussed in Section 3.1.
The state point reaches the origin along the switch-
ing curve, the relay chattering at high frequency.
For the calculation of response time, it can be
assumed that the system moves to the origin along
the switching curve. A typical trajectory is shown
in Fig.lJ(a) 0

•
The system Equation is given by

..x =

The time required for the path PPI [Figo13(a)]
is given by

•••• 0 (A.1)

The motion along the path PP1 is described by

2 ;2 (xP1- ho)Y - Yo = - 2wP1 P
2 (xp - ho> (A.2 )or YPI = .- 2w •• • • •P 1 .
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As point PI is on the deceleration trajectory
passing through the origin. YPI is also given by

= ••••• (A.3)

(A.2) and
1/2

(2wpho)
wn 1/2

(1+ ~)
o

(A.3). we getFrom Equations

••••• (A.4)

Hence
1/2

(2ho)
• • • •• (A.5)

The response time for the path PlO is given by

YPI (2W
12
ho)

1/2
TPIO = _- = W 1/2Wo wo(l+ vf2)

0

The total response time is hence
1/2 W 1/2

(2ho) (1+ vr-)
o

W 1/2
p

• •• •• (A.6)
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A.2. Derivation of Response Time when w (wo

When wp<wo' the nature of response is similar to
the case when the switching curve is nearer the y-axis
than the ideal curve. There will be more than one
intersection of the state point with the switching
curve as shown in Fig.13(b). There will be overshoots
and undershoot? and the number ofswitchings depends
on the initial position and wp. The total response
time is derived considering that an infinite number
of switchings take place and computing the time for
each switching59• Hence

• •• ex)

As derived in Equation (A.5)
1/2

(2ho) ••••• (A.?)=

Time required for path PlP2 is given by

••••• (A.8)

YP2 is obtained by solving Equations (A.9) and (A.la)
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2 2
YP2 - YP1 = 2wp (XP2 - XP1) • 0 .00 (A.9)

2
YP2 = - 2w x o • 0 • 0 (A.IO)

0 P2

Solving·Equations (Ao9) and (AoI0) and substituting

=

x from Equations (Ao4)PI
1/2 w 1/2

(2Wpho) _ (1- w!)
W·

(1+ vf)
o

and (A03) givesfor Y andPI

<>000. (Aoll)

0000. (A.12)

Proceeding on similar lines the response times for
the paths P2P30 P3P4o 000 can be derived as

1/2
(2,ho)
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1/2
(2ho)

o o o

o o o

o o o

1/2
(2ho) (1 + a)an-2

.0.00 (A.13)

where

1/2
a = [(1-~) /(1+~) ] .

Wo! w.o

Hence the total response time d.s
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••• .0 (A.14)
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ABSTRACT

The paper shows experimentally how the second-order maximum effort
(bang-bang] servo system performance deteriorates when the system para-
meters are varied. With referenceto a particular criterion, it experimentally
demonstrates the superiority of the torque limited saturating servo as
compared to the relay servo when the system parameters are varied. The
magnitude and the frequency of the resulting limit cycle for the bang-bang
system are calculated.

List of Principal Symbols
Bj= input position and input signal.
Bo = output position and output signal.

. x=Bo-Bj=error signal.
00 = y = output velocity.

ec = control signal.
,\= output signal of the relay.
a = maximum developed torque.

w = liT = undamped resonant frequency.
Tl =motor field build-up time constant.
tr = response time. :..
K; = gain factor of the stabilizer.

N(m) = describing function.
G(p) = transfer function of the process.
Kl = gain of the error processing non-linearity.

§ 1. INTRODUCTION

FOR a second-order servo system it has beeu shown by West et al. (1954),
Mcdonald (1950), Neiswander and Macneal (1953) and by many other
authors that the 'optimum' controller is the 'bang-bang' or the relay
system. Such a controller is considered optimum since it takes minimum
response time to reach the quiescent state following an applied input
disturbance. The admissible input disturbances are steps and ramps,
in general, though West and Nikiforuk (1956) have shown that considerable
improvement in performance could be achieved for sinusoidal inputs
also.

tCommunicated by the Author.
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The simplest example of a bang-bang servo is the relay actuated servo-
motor position controller. In all the relay or bang-bang systems, the
system always operates under maximum actuating torque conditions.
For half the time, maximum acceleration torque is developed and for the
other half maximum decelerating torque is developed. In other words,
the direction of the torque is to be reversed at exactly half way following
an initial disturbance from the state of rest. The switching trajectories
for the ideal second-order system are half parabolas in the second and
fourth quadrants passing through the origin. The switching from
acceleration to deceleration is to take place on this parabolic switching
trajectory. Such an optimum switching can be achieved by a suitably
designed non-linear error processing device (West et al. 1954) to actuate
the relay.

Fig. I

The general system.

The operation of such an optimum relay switching system is derived
under the following assumptions.

(i) Inputs limited to step functions.
(ii) Instantaneous switching on the change-over boundary.
(iii) No time delays present in the system.

These ideal conditions are seldom satisfied in practice and the system,
in general, will have to be modified even to give very nearly optimum
response. Such modifications to give nearly optimum response under the
non-ideal conditions cannot easily be derived, analytically.
The purpose of this paper is to show the qualitative nature of the

deterioration in performance of the bang-bang system under non-idea.l
conditions and to demonstrate the superiority of the saturating ser'\7o
under such conditions. The magnitude of the resulting limit cycle in
the case of the bang-bang servo under such conditions is calculated.

§ 2. THE OPTIMUM SYSTEM

The system used for analysis is shown schematically in fig. 1. The
torque limited servo motor is actuated by a relay so that the motor alwa.ys
develops maximum torque, the direction of which depends upon the
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position of the relay or the sign of the control signal. The control signal
which actuates the relay is given by:

ee=A(Bi- Bo-KvBo}
or

eelA= -x-KvY on the phase plane. (x=Bo, y=Oo).

The position of the relay which turns on maximum acceleration in one
direction or other depends on the sign of (-x-KvY).

Fig.2

~'alon (Ii)

Roaion (I)

Slope ... i-
v

x

The optimum switching boundary.

If a is the maximum torque developed by the motor, then maximum
acceleration is a1T2:

00= ± a/T2 = (a/T2) sign (ee)

dy I .y dx = (a T2) SIgn (ee). } (1)
or

Integrating, we get:
y2 _Yo2= (2aIT2)(x-xo) sign (ee). (2)

Equation (2) represents a family of parabolas on the phase-plane.
In fig. 2, ABC is a typical trajectory on the phase-plane. If the response

is not to overshoot, then eqn. (2) becomes:

yl- ± 2ax/TI; (3)

+ve sign in region (i) and -ve sign in region (ii).
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Equation (3) can be written as:
- ylyl = 2ax jT2

S = ylyl + 2axjT2 = o. I (4)or

Equation (4) is the parabolic switching curve;
for S < 0, the output of the relay is+ve.
for S >0, the output of the relay is - ve ;

At the point of change over B (fig. 2),

xB = - hoj2, } (5)
YB = (aho/T)1/2.

Thus the change-over from acceleration to deceleration takes place on
the curve S = 0, at the point XB = - ho/2, for step inputs.
This optimum change-over can be achieved by mechanizing eqn. (4)

by a non-linear error processing device and a linear velocity feedba.ck
stabilization term which has been called the SER:MEsystem by West et al.
(1954).

Fig.3

-50 _ 30 -20 1" H! 111-40 -10

Variation of response time with input.

The Total Response Time
The total response time can be calculated easily from the above equations.

It is assumed that no overshoot is to occur (at C):
110= +a/T2 in region (i)

integrating,
Oo=at/T2.

At B, 80=YB=atB/T2. Hence tB =yBT2/a•
Substituting for YB from eqn. (5) we get:
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The total time taken to reach the origin is :.
2tB=tr=(4hoT2/a)1/2. (6)

Thus, from eqn. (6), it is seen that the response time is dependent on
the magnitude of the input step only since a, the maximum torque developed
is a constant for a given servo motor .. The response time versus input
step magnitude characteristic is shown in fig. 3.

§ 3. SENSITIViTY OF THE OPTIMUM SYSTEM

In any successful optimum design the achievement of the desired response
and its relative insensitivity to system parameter changes or for small
component imperfections is one of the basic requirements. In many
applications the invariability of the response is even more important than
nominal behaviour. Analysis and synthesis procedures must take account
of these requirements, as far as possible.

Consider the general control process described by the equation:
x=/[x(t), u(t), w), (7)

where x and x are state vectors,
u(t) is the control variable vector,
w is the plant parameter vector .."

If

0= J: F(x, u)dt
is the performance index, on the basis of which the optimum u is determined,
then by solving equs. (7) and (8), Uopt, in general, can be determined.
Let

(8)

UoPt(t) = '1'[x(t), w(t), tJ. (9)

The plant parameter vector w which appears in (7) seldom corresponds
to the value of w used in (9), due to component inaccuracies, environment
effects, etc.

From (7) and (9) we have:
x=/[x(t),{'I'[x(t), wo(t),t)}, w); (10)

optimum operation requires that w = wo'
Variations in 0 due to parameter variations is given by:

!:.O =O(wo, w) -C(wo, wo)· (11)

!:.C cannot be evaluated easily in general, even for small parameter
variations analytically (Dorato 1963).

By experimental analysis the effect of parameter variations and other
departures from the ideal conditions can be qualitatively observed.
First, let us consider some of the common departures from the ideal

conditions for the system of §2.
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3.1. EJJ('clof Friction
The CfTl'I't of friction on the idenl trajectory ha!i Ix-en studied by Klu:d.,

(IH:;:l), Stout (11153), Flugg-Lotz (11153), and many others. Ideally, tho
pnoM('nc(Jof coulomb frict ion I11URt result in bringing the error rate to zero
but not t he error when t he steady state is reached, But it ill observed
up ...-imontally that this is not true. In the presence of friction, or under
highly over damped conditions, end-point oscillations as shown in fig. " 81'\'

observed. This results in a larger settling time required to reach tho

21iO

Fig.4

7

Effect of friction and hysteresis on the switching curve.

3.2. ReIllY lIystemJis and Threslwl{l

The prt·IK·Il(·(, of hysteresis and threshold in t he relay characterist ic
delays the change-over from acceleration to deceleration, The delayed
trajectories are shown in fig. 4. Because of the non-optimum trajectory
not passing through the origin, terminal limit cycles are observed (Graham
and lIe- Ruer HUH). Limit CYCll'S are by definition continuous oscillations
and they can he either stable or unstable. ""hen the hysteresis and
threshold effects are small, these oscillations are stable. But the effect of
such limit cycling is to increase the rl'Sponse time since the system ha:ol to
undergo wasteful gyrations.
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3.3. Time Lags and Time Delays
Presence of an additional time lag (as for example the motor field

build-up time constant in the system of §2) or a pure time delay results in
delayed switching and may produce terminal limit cycling. If the time
constant of the lag or the magnitude of the time delay is known, the
magnitude and frequency of the limit cycle can be calculated as shown
in §4.

Fig.5
atM.b11iaation

non·linear error
processing device

.N.
Re1a.r
NZ

(I
1

Input Output

lIotor

The optimum system.

§ 4. STABILITY ANALYSIS

The optimum system of § 2 can be represented by the block diagram of
fig.5.
The stability analysis of the system of fig. 5 is difficult since the two

non-linearities NI and N2 are not in simple cascade. Since the purpose
of NI and the velocity feed-back stabilization is to satisfy eqn. (4), for
purposes of stability analysis, these can be replaced by a single non -linearity
satisfying the boundary eqn. (4). The equivalent system is shown in
fig. 6. The non-linearity NI' can be thought of as a control computer
satisfying eqn. (4). Now since NI' and N2 are in simple cascade,
stability analysis is possible by the describing function technique (Douce
1963).

Fig.6

The equivalent system.
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Tho objoct of the stability nnnlysis for the Lang-Lang servo is to detormino
the mngnitudo and frequency of the limit cycle that may be present duo
to non-optimum operating conditions that may exist.

In this section, the magnitude and frequoney of the limit cycle due to
the presence of an additional lag with the process of §2 are calculated.
It is assumed that the system has sufficient low-pass filtering effect so that
the harmonics above the fundamental may Le neglected.

The describing function of the two non-Iinearities SI' and SI is evaluatod
considering them in cnscade. The non-linearity}.", introduces a phase
shift to the describing function, whereas SI does not contribute to the phase
shift, Let ..Y(m) he the describing function of the two non-linearities in
('fiN('adc. Let

S(m) =Rexp (i4». (I :!)

If x""", ('08 wi, the output of NI is a square wave of magnitude fa.
Hence the magnitude R of the describing function is:

-la
R=-.

'lTm
(13)

The ph ase shift q, is calculated by considering the control computer.
The control computer in fig. 6 evaluates the control signal fle:

ee= ylyl + 2axlTI,
if ee>O, ,\= -a,
if ee<O, ,\= +a.

The phase shift is found by evaluating the instant at which ee goes
through zero. Considering one-half cycle in which y does not change sign.

ee= 2l.11nlTIcos wt - m'wl sinl wt,
eo ....0, when 2amlT' cos wt - maw' sin' wt = 0 (1")

or m1w'coslwt + 2am/T'coswt -m'w'=O. (15)
Solving (15) for coswt we get:

coswt = cos 8 =- l/w'm{ -a/Tt + [(a/TI)' + (w'm)l]l/1}. (16)

The phase anglo 4> of the describing function =
phase anglo at which x passes through zero - phase angle O•

•. 4>= i-R=sin-1{l/w'm[ -a/T'+ f(aITl)'+ (wlm)I}lil]}.

Hence
..Y(III) - (4almn)expU sin-1 [llwl.m{ - alP)' + [(aITl)' + (wtm)I]l.'1}]}. (17)

If G(jw) is the tra.nsfer function of the control process, then by Nyquist
stability criterion, the limit cycle must adjust itself to satisfy the equation:

-S(m)= I/GUw). (IS)
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Simple Lag
If a simple lag representing the motor field build-up time constant

which was neglected earlier, is included in the process of § 2,
G(p) = [1/{T2p2(1 +TIP)}], (19)

G(jw)= [l/{ -T2w2(1 +jTIW)}] (20)
or G(jw}= - (I/T2w2)(1/1 +w2TI2)1/2exp{jtan-l( -wTI)}. (21)

Hence from (18) we have:
(4a/7Tm)exp{jsin-I[(I/w2m){ -a/T2 + [(a/T2)2 + (w2m)2J1/2)]}

=w2T2(1 +w2TI2)1/2exp{jtan-l (wT1)). (22)

The amplitude and frequency of the limit cycle are 'obtained by equating
the magnitudes and phase angles in (22) and solving for wand m.
This results in :

w=0'45ITI,
m = 5·61 a (TIIT)2.

(23)
(24)

Equations (23) and (24) give the frequency and amplitude of the limit
cycle, respectively.
I t is seen that the period of the limit cycle is proportional to T1 and the

amplitude proportional to (T1/T)2.
If a pure time delay Tn is present instead of the lag of time constant

T1> p~oceeding in a similar way we can show that
w=O·485ITn

and m = 5·42 a(TnIT)2.
Thus the period and amplitudes of the limit cycle are proportional to

Tn and (TnIT)2 respectively.

§ 5. ANALOGUE COMPUTER STUDIES

As has been observed in §3 the bang-bang system is very sensitive to
parameter variations. The deterioration in the performance of the ideal
system for parameter variations is studied by simulating the system on
an analogue computer. For comparison of the performances under these
different operating conditions, a common performance index is necessary.
In these studies the total response time required to bring the system
to rest for different magnitudes of input step disturbances is chosen as
the index. Since the ideal bang-bang system is the minimum response
time controller, this performance index is chosen. The response time
(tr> is defined to be the time taken for both the error and the error rates to
become zero simultaneously following an initial step input disturbance
to the system. Since it is difficult, in the presence of terminal limit
cycles and end-point oscillations, to precisely estimate the instant when
both the error and error rates become exactly zero, it is considered adequate
to reckon response time as the time required to bring the error and error
rates into a small region around the origin. This region is chosen to be a
small square enclosing the origin. .
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Tho ideal socond -order bang-bang system shown in fig. 5 is simulated
on tho aunloguo computer. The gain factor of the stabilizer Ky is adjusted
to have till' criticnl value. \\'h(,11 the stabilizer gain factor has the critical
value the change-over from accvlcrafion to deceleration takes place at
exactly t he half-way point, resulting in a response running into the stendy
state without nny over-shoot, It is ensily seen that the critical value of
the gain factor is given by:

K; (criticnl)=K1/2a,
where Kl is tho gain of the error processing non-linearity. Tho response
time is measured for different magnitudes of input step,

Fig.7

,

'0

Variation of response time with input.
- Theoretical bang-bang.
o Practical bang-bang.
&. System wit h Iimiter.

The parameter chosen for variation is tho gain factor of the stabilizer,
The response time is measured for gain factors other than the critical,

Additional time lag representing the field build-up time constant of tho
motor is included and the I"<'Hpon.'IC time is measured with the stabilizer
gain factor unchanged at the critical value.

The same studies are repeated on the system with the bang-bang non-
linearity replaced by a Maturating non-linearity or a ' limiter' with a small
linear regime.

The results arc shown in figs. 7 to 9. It is seen from fig. 7 that the
theoretical and the practical response time characteristics agree very do.'it'ly
for the system, under the ideal conditions. It is seen that the saturating
system with the stabilizer gain factor ACt to correspond to critical damping
takes about 5% more response time than the bang-bang system with
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Fig.8
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critical stabilizer gain. Figures 8 and 9 show the response time characteris-
tics for the different non-ideal conditions considered. It is seen that the
bang-bang system is more sensitive to changes in the stabilizer gain factor
than the system with the limiter. The response time shows an increase of
about 30 to 35% in the case of the bang-bang system as compared to all
increase of only 12 to 15% for the system with the limiter, when the stabilizer
gain factor is reduced from the best (critical) value by 10%. The inclusion.
of the additional lag results in terminal limit cycles of considerable
magnitude in addition to the great increase in the response time as can be
seen from fig. 9 (a). For different values of the motor field build-up
time constant Tt, the measured values of the magnitude and frequency
of the limit cycle agree very closely with the calculated values using
eqns, (23) and (24). Thus, for any departures from the ideal conditions,
the performance of the bang-bang controller is seen to deteriorate more,
both qualitatively and quantitatively.

§ 6. CONCLUSIONS

By experimental studies on an analogue computer, it has been shown.
that the performance of the bang-bang controller is optimum only when
the conditions obtainable are ideal. For situations where there is a
likelihood of the existence of time lags and parameter variations, the
saturating system gives a better response as far as the total response
time is concerned. With the additional time lag, the magnitude and
frequency of the resulting limit cycle for the bang-bang system have been
calculated. The calculated and the observed values agree closely.

The percentage over-shoot observed is larger for the bang-bang system
than for the saturating system, under the changed operating conditions,
except in the overdamped case. From fig. 9 (a) and (b) it is seen that when
the extra lag is added with the motor, the response time increases by nearly
45 to 50% for the bang-bang system as compared to the increase of onlv
3 to 4% for the saturating system. ~
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PAR T II

SELF-OPTIMISATION USING PSEUDO-
RANDOM BINARY SEQUENCES

SUMMARY

In this part of the thesis9 self-optimisation of
control systems by the Hill-climbing technique using
pseudo-random binary sequences as the perturbation
signal is studied. Two methods of closing the
adaptive'loop are examined.

In the first method. adjustments to the parameter
are made discontinuously once every period of the
binary sequence. The step change in parameter after
every adjustment sets up transients in the response
of the process which will in general be correlated
with the perturbing signal. The correlation of the
transient with the perturbation signal pr~duces
errors in the measured gradient during the subsequent
periods. It is shown that this error produces dis-
similar adaptive loop response from each side of the
optimum.

In the second method of closing the loop, the
parameter is adjusted continuously. It is shown that
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*by using a running averager • the gradient can be
measured continuously. thus resulting in a system
with continuous adjustment. Theoretical and experi-
mental responses for the two systems have been
obtained. It is shown that pontinuous parameter
adjustment reduces the effect of the transient to a
great extent resulting in similar forms of loop
,response from either side of the optimumo

The response of the system with continuous
adjustment is shown to be superior in regard to
response timev stability and errors due to output
noise disturbances when compared with the response
of the system with discontinuous adjustment.

An analogue running averager is developed which
is novel and inexpensive. The principle of operation
and performance of this running averager is described.

In a search for new uncorrelated periodic binary
sequences with a desired auto-correlation function.
two methods of synthesising these sequences are discussed.
Some new sequences have been derived.

* A running averager. f t~(t) = x(s) ds
. t-TI

is defined as giving a response
where x(t) is the applied signal.
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LIST OF PRINCIPAL SYMBOLS

yet) = Response function of the controlled process.
x(t) = The per~rbation signal (PRBS).
h(~) = Impulse response of the process from

parameter to performance measure.
¢xy(~) = Cross-correlation function between

x(t) and yet) for a delay of ~.
K = Parameter being adjusted in the adaptive

system.
¢xx(~) = Auto-correlation function of x(t) for a

delay of ~.
~ = Gradient of the parameter-performance

characteristic.
A = Clock period of the PRBS, Basic clock

interval.
T = Period of the chain code.

Wc = Repetition frequency of the PRES.
N = Number of bits in the chain code or

Set) =
SeT) =

ret) =

z(t) =
Zl(t) =

binary sequence.
Slope or gradient at time t.
Slope evaluated at intervals T.
Running average of x(t).
Output signal of the integrator.
The component of the measured gradient
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due to the transient in yet).
,

z (t) = Output signal of the second running
averager RA2.

,
Zl(t) = Error term in the measured gradient in

the system with continuous adjustment.
= rth adjustment step.

Transient factors in the system with=
discontinuous adjustment.

g = Gradient at the working point.
q(t) = Unit step response from parameter to

performance index.
Ti = Time 'constant of an integrator.
TI = Time over which running average is taken.

Time constant of the plant.=

Measurement time.
¢ = Phase angle of the running average

wave-form.
~'~k = Transient factors in the system with

continuous adjustment.
&Kr

G
2

~c
~ 2
nn

net)

= rth step change in parameter.
= Loop gain.
= Mean square value of the chain code.

Mean square value of the signal net).=

= Gaussian noise signal.
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=
+(0J 'H
1

(t) H,(t+T) dT = Auto-correlation
fliWction of the impulse response H~(t).
of a linear transfer function H(p)o

H'1.(t) = H(t) for o~t<l·
= 0 otherwise.

z~(t) = Output signal of the multiplier due to
noiseo

1 Noise signal band-width.~f =

D2 = Variance.
Pii('f) = Normalised auto-correlation function of i(t).

L(t) = Gaussian input Signal to the non-linearity.
X(t) = Two-level sequence.
yet) = Impulse train.
u(t) = Unit step function.
oCt) = Unit impulse function.

r = Constant of square law device.
1 1 Gain of the running averager.- .-, =
Tr Tr

B = A constant determining the amplitude of
the fundamental component of ret).

= Constants.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the main problems confronting the control
engineers is the design of suitable controllers and
compensators for processes whose properties are
unknown and may be subject to extraneous disturbances
and environmental changes under operating conditions.
To overcome this difficultyv the technique of adaptive
control has been developed and is the subject of
several publications20021. Adaptation is a highly
developed biolog:i.calprocess possessed by all living
organismBo Adaptation is the mechanism by which the
interaction of a system with its environment actuates
some changes in the system which is in some sense an
improvement to the performance of the systemo

An 'Adaptive' or ·Self....optimising' system may be
defined as a system in which one or more parameters
are automatically adjusted to achieve and maintain a
defined ideal etanda.rd of perf'o.rmance, Many techniques
for automatic optimisation have been proposed20.21.22.23
which vary in complexity and the nature of application.
Th~se methods can be classified broadly into open-
loop and closed-loop techniqueso Open-loop techniques
are not dependent on the measurement of system
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performance" They perform'the optimisation in a pre-'
programmed manner on the basis of information about
the structure and parameters of the system to achieve
the best value for the chosen performance criterion"
These techniques are limited in their application
since considerable °a priori' knowledge about the
process is required for their implementation"

Close{j,-·'oop tecib.nlquesv on the other hand , achieve
optimisation based only on the direct measurement of
a criterion of performance" They do not in genez-al.,

need much 'a priori' information about the process.
Among the principle difficulties of closed-loop
optimisation are the definition and measurement of a
meaningful performance criterion of the systemo In
many situationsv the criterion can only be defined
in a statistical sense" Then automatic optimisation
must be performed using only estimates of the criterion"
In such cases, the effect of noise introduces additional
measurement difficulties due to statistical errors"

There are different methods of closed-loop
optimisation proposed by various authors which have
particular advantages and applications"

Anderson et al24 determine the impulse response
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of the overall'system by injecting white noise and
"measuring the cross-correlation function between
input and output. The parameters of the controller
are adjusted so that the ratio between positive and
negative areas of the impulse response attains its
desired value. Margolis and Leondes25 and popov26

describe the use of a learning model. In this method
the learning model and the physical process are
subject to the same input signals. Their outputs
are compared and the resulting error is fed to the
adjusting mechanism where some function of this error
is used to adjust the parameters of the learning model.
Draper and Li27, Grensted and Jacobs28 and Feldbaum29,
hav~ proposed methods of iterative search which can
. '

be performed in many ways. In the discrete step
method the parameter is adjusted successively by a
fixed amount as long as the performance, or error
measure continues to decrease, otherwise a reverse
step is taken. Variants of this method have been
proposed by Gibson30, Norkin31 and others.

In the gradient method or the hill-climbing tech-
nique, the adjustment of the' parameter is made propor-
tional to the gradient of the parameter - performance
index characteristic. The most practical method of
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measuring the gradient is the technique of Parameter
perturbation. Grensted and Jacobs28, McGrath and
Rideout32, Blackman33 and others34•35 have described
systems using sinusoidal perturbation signalso Douce
and King36 and others37,3~945 have described sys~6~
using square-wave perturbation signals. Square-wave
(or ON - OFF) perturbation has the advantage of easy
mechanisationo Douce and Bond39 have shown that the
use of a sample-and-hold eliminates parameter excur-
sions about the operating pOint, thus permitting'
more accurate measurements and higher loop gains.
Ng40 has shown that in some particular systems,high
perturbation frequencies approaching the system
natural frequency can be used with better transient
response and more accurate steady state performanc.e.
Roberts34 claims that sinusoidal perturbation gives
the best performance compared to square-wave and
random telegraph wave perturbations.

The principle difficulty with sinusoidal or
square-wave perturbation is the phase lags introduced
by the system dynamdcs. These dynamic effects cause
a reduction in the loop-gain and can also cause
instability of the optimising loop. Phase compensa-
tion is generally not applicable as the dynamics of
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the loop are dependent on the parameter settings.
To keep the dynamic effects small, relatively low
frequency perturbation (of the order of ioth to r80th
the system natural frequency) are employed. When the
system is subject to noise disturbances9 for accept-
able statistical accuracy in the measurement of the
gradient •.even slower perturbation rates become
necessary.

Van der Grinten4l has proposed a method of using
stochastic signals as perturbation si.gnals. In this
technique, the impulse response of the system is
measured by correlation m.ethods from which the gradient
of the parameter - performance characteristic is
deduced. The impulse response measured is that which
defines the dynamics from parameter to performance
measure. Thus, the problem of dynamic lags can be
overcome by this method. The main disadvantage of
using truly random signals for perturbation is the
statistical errors introduced due to finite measure-
ment times.

To eliminate these statistical errors~ the method
reported in this thesis employs pseudo-random binary
sequences as perturbation signals. This technique
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was first proposed by Douce and Ng42• These pseudo-
random binary sequences (abbreviated by PRES) or
'Chain Codes' are periodic with an impulsive auto-
correlation function. Their properties are summarised
in Appendix A.I. The main advantage of using these
signals is that noise-free estimates of the gradient
can be obtained if measurements are made over an

integral number of periods of the chain code. In
this thesis, two methods of closing the adaptive
loop are examined.

In the first method, adjustments to the parameter
are made discontinuously once every period of the
chain code. This necessitates the use of a sample-
and-hold element. The step adjustments set up
transients in the response of the process which is
usually correlated with the perturbation signal.
This introduces error terms to the subsequent measure-
ments of the gradient. The effect of this on the
response is partioularly pronounced at high loop
gains.

If the adjustment steps can be made smaller by
making a number of small adjustments to achieve
roughly the same amount of total parameter change in



a period of the chain code. it may be expected that
the transient effects will be reduced. This technique
then requires a method of obtaining a noise-free
estimate of the gradient as many times as there are
adjustments in a period to retain the advantages of
the use of a PRES.

In the second method of closing the adaptive loop
investigated. a technique is proposed to adjust the
parameter continuously. The use of a 'Running
Averager' provides a continuous noise-free measure
of the gradient and hence the parameter can be adjusted
continuously. This method is shown to be superior to
the first method. Error~ due to output noise distur-
bances are smaller. An approximate stability analysis
of the system is presented.

Extension of this technique to simultaneous opti-
misation of several parameters of a multi-parameter
system requires a corresponding number of uncorrelated
pseudo-random binary sequences to eliminate the effects
of cross-coupling between the channels. Such signals
also find important applications for the identification
of multiple-input (and -output) systems. Unfortunately.
all the known PRES are correlated to one another. It
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would be ideal if sequences which are uncorrelated
could be found. The first step for this is to find
methods of synthesising new sequences which satisfy
the other specified properties such as impulsive
auto-correlation function. In Section 9 of this
thesis, two methods for the generation of new sequences
have been examined. Some new sequences have been
derived. Attempts have been made to generalise and
to extend one of these methods.
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2. DEVELOPMENT OF THE HILL-CLIMBING SYSTEM

In the hill-climbing method of optimisation, the
information required is the gradient of the parameter-
performance measure characteristic. This relationship
is not explicitly known, in most cases. The gradient
has to be measured at the working paint. For small
perturbations about the working point, a linear
relationship between performance measure P and parameter
K is assumed (Fig.14). This assumption is perfectly
valid for small signals even though the transfer
function between the point at which the perturbation
is applied and the point of performance measure is
non-linear.

In measuring~, for a small step change dK in K,
the steady state change in P is to be evaluated. The
form of the change in P depends of course on the
system and the input signals but for optimisation,
only the final value is required.

The theory of the technique relies on two well-
known relationships of linear theory.

1. If y(t) is the response to an input signal x(t),
then fy(t) dt is the response to an input signal
f x(t) dt.
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2. If the input signal to a linear process has an
impulsive auto-correlation function, then the cross-
correlation function between the input and output
gives the impulse response of the process.

Using these relationships an expression for the
gradient can now be derived.

Consider the block diagram of the general extremum
control system of Fig.15. The output sii,nal yet) of
the process is given by

+co
yet) = f x(t-~l) h(~l) d~l

-00

The cross-correlation function between the
perturbation x(t) and the output yet) is given by

+T~ f x(t) y(t+~) dt
-T

= Lt
T-.c:o

Therefore

= Lt
T-.co

+T
k f x(t)

-T
Interchanging the order of integration, we get

+cof h(~l) ¢xx(~-~l) d~l
-00

=

Integrating both sides with respect to ~. we get
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t t +00J ¢xy(~)d~ = J f h(~l) ¢xx(~-~l) d~l d~
-co -co -(X)

If the integral of ¢xx(~-~l) is convergent. then
the order of integration can be interchanged giving

t +00 t

f ¢xy(~)d~ = f h(~l) J ¢XX(~-~l) d~ d~l
-0) -OO-CI:)

For sufficiently large t, the integral of ¢xx(~-~l)
tends to a constant value. Then the right hand side
of the above Equation can be considered as the product
of the two integrals. Hence,

tJ ¢xy{~)d~
_00

• •• •• (I)

As h(t) is the impulse response or response to a
small pulse. the integral of het) is the step response
of the system. The static gain which is the final
value of the step response of the system for small
steps at the working point is given by

+t
+0) f ¢xy(~)d~

~= f h(t) dt -co • • • •• (2)= +tAx -~ ¢xx(~) d~
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The static gain gives the slope of the performance
index. Hence,

+t

f
-()OdP

CTIr = +t

f-co
When the perturbation signal is a stationary

t
random signal. f ¢xx(~) d~ is a constant and there-
fore the slope is~obtained by measuring the integral
of the cross-correlation function only. Thus,

dP
dX = • • • •• (3)

•-Tl
where T{ is such that f ¢xy(~) d~ is small and Tl
is large enough such tha~the system has settled down.
The choice of Tl is also affected by the noise
disturbances in the process.

The mechanisation for the evaluation of Equation (3)

can be derived easily. From Equation (3),

dP<IX = I

Tl+OO
d~ = e'f .f x(t-~) y(t)

-T1-co
dt d~

For optimisation, we are only interested in the
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integral of the impulse response. The impulse response
which has to be obtained by a process of deconvolution,
need not be determined explicitly. By interchanging
the order of integration in the above Equation and

,
letting Tl=O, we get

I = l::y(t) [ f:1x(t-~) d~ ] dt • • • •• (4)

In Equation (4) ,
Tl

fe x(t-1:) d1:

is the 'Running average' or 'Moving average' of the
signal x(t). Thus the slope is determined by taka.,...5

the running average' of the perturbation signal, multi-
plying this by the performance y and integrating with
respect to time. The block diagram of the scheme is
shown in Fig.16.

One of the main difficulties of this technique is
the generation of accurate delayed versions of the
random signal x(t). In addition, it is necessary to
ensure that the statistical properties of the random
signal remain constant.

Here lies the main advantages of using PRES as
perturbation signals. As the chain code is determi-
nistic. statistical errors can be eliminated by
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measuring the slope over one period of the chain code.
The PRES and its delayed versions can easily be
generated using shift registers and simple logic
circuits51(Fig036)o :The running average of the PRES
is easily obtained using reversible binary counters
(Fig.37). More details about the mechanisation are
discussed in Section 80 ,
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3. SYSTEM WITH DISCONTINUOUS PARAMETER ADJUSTMENT

The schematic diagram of the system developed in
the last Section is shown in Fig.16o Let us consider
the slope Set) at time t after the start of the

or

optimisation process. S(t) is given by
t

Set) = ~i ..J x(t) yet) dt
o
t Tl

= T~Tifo[f
o

x(t-~) d~ ] y(t) dt

Tl t- ~ f f x(t-~) yet) dt d~- TfJ."i
o 0
Tl

fo ¢xy(~) d~Set) = only when t=T

= SeT)

Thus, it is seen from Equation (5) that if a
sample-and-h.old element is included after the inte-
grator, a noise-free measurement of the gradient ~
can be obtained once every period of the chain code.
The parameter adjustment can then be made in steps at
intervals of the period of the chain code.

When operating under closed-loop conditions, the
output signal y(t) has two components, one due to the
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perturbation x(t) and the other due to the adjustment.
Assuming that both the step adjustment and the pertur-
bation are small, each of these components of y can
be considered separately and superposition then
applied to determine the signal Z(t). The first

.component of y yields, after multiplication by ret)
and integration over time Tt an estimate of the gradient
at the present working point9 Kn0 This is the desired
signal determining the magnitude of the next step
adjustment. Thus the desired step adjustment is

=

where Sn(T) is given by Equation (5) and Cs is a
constant which includes the loop gain of the system.
The second component varies with time and is produced
as a result of the transient in y due to the previous •
(that is nth) stepadjustmento Multiplication of this
transient component with the running average ret)
gives the error component in Sn+I(T). For a given
process. this component is readily determined and can
be shown to be given by

= • • • •• (6)

an' the 'Transient factor' is proportional to the
gradient at the previous working point Kn_l•
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The magnitude of the ~n+l)th step is therefore.

Cs [ S(t) + Zl(t) ] = C·s[Sn(T) + an6KnJ=

If the initial point is on the left of the optimum,
the gradient is negative and the adjustment step is
positive. Hence

AKn+1,. Cs [ Sn(T) + an· AKn ]

On the otherhand, if the initial pOint is on the
right of the optimum, the gradient is positive and,
the adjustment step is nega'tLve and an = -an.•. Hence

A Kn+l = - Cs [ Sn(T) - an· AKn ]
Thus, it is seen tha~ the form and speed of response
from an initial offset in parameter value depends on
which side of the optimum the initial point lies.

As a simple example, let us assume that the
parameter-performance index characteristic is a
modulus type curve. The sequence of steps from an
initial setting to the left of the optimum, where the
gradient is negative is

~Kl = Cs· S(T) = +e (which is a constant)

6K2 = 9 + IX. llKl = 9 + ae

.6K3 = 9 + a. ~K2 = 9 + a(9 + ae)

and so on.
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On the right of the optimum the gradient is
•positive, so that ex = -ex. Thus,

~Kl == -9

•AK2 = -9 + a •AKl = -9 + aa
,

a(9 - ae)_AK3 = -a + a • flK" = -9 +z;

and so on..

The response is aided by the transient from one
side and opposed from the ether side. Therefore. the
response is faster in the one case than the ideal
response and slower in the other. For values of a
above a certain value, the slower response is also
oscillatory and if a)l, the system is unstableQ in
this case. Typical response curves for three different
values of exare shown in Fig.17.

3.1. Evaluation of Transient Factor a

For a given PRES and a known process, the value
of a can be determined as follows.

The running average signal r(t) is a repetetive
signal of period T. with discrete levels. the
transitions occuring at the intervals A. The amplitude
of the wave-form depends upon the period over which
the running average is taken. It is zero when the
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running average is taken over a period of the chain
code and is a maximum when taken over (very nearly)
half the period. r(t) also has the property that
rT (t) is approximately equal to rT (t).
'2- T2 ~ + T2

When the running average is taken over a period of
~N± 1) clock intervals of the chain code. all the2
even harmonics in the amplitude spectrum vanish. The
odd harmonics will be attenuated by the reciprocal
of their orders. Hence, for the purposes of this
analysis, r(t) can be approximated to a good degree
of accuracy by its fundamental component given by

•• 00. (7)

where B is a constant depending on the amplitude of
the chain code. The phase angle ¢ is determined by
the starting point of the chain code. The starting
point is arbitrary.

Let the response in y to a small step adjustment
~K in K be g.bK.q(t) where g is the gradient at the
working point and q(t) is the unit step response of
the process from parameter to performance. The out-
put of the integrator due to this component of y is

T

f wcTlo g.AK.B sin (2 ).q(t).sin (wct+¢) dt



i... e ~ wcTl T
- AK.g.B,sin (~-) - f
- T.

l. 0

or = a ,~K •••• t· (8)

For a given process with constant dynamics, it is
poaaf.bl,eto choose a starting point such that the
value of a is negligibly small or equal to zero.

3.2, ~ponse of a Particular System

The system shown in Fig.16 has been studied on
the analogue compu.teI'~ The chain code used is a 127
bit code deseribed by the polynomial equation

D7 $ D3 CD1 = o

where G) denotes modulo-2 add.Ltion and.D is the delay
6perator. This is generated by a seven stage shift
register. The running average is taken over a time Tl
equal to 64 clock periods. The process consists of
a square law characteristic followed by a first order
lag of time constant Too More details of the analogue
computer mechanisation is discussed in Section 8~
The time constant of the plant used in the analogue
simulation is 0.3 seconds and the clock frequency of
the chain code perturbation 200 cps. The magnitude of
the perturbation used is 10 percent of the initial
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misadjustment.

The variations in a as a function of the starting
po~nt (and hence ¢) are shown in Fig.18 where point A
corresponds to the starting point when all but one of
the shift register outputs are zero (1000000). The
running average taken over 64 clock intervals of the
chain code is also plotted.

The theoretical response can be calculated by
determining the loop gain and the transient factor a.

The loop gain is a function of the integral of the
cross-correlation function derived in Equation (5).
For the first-order plant considered in this
simulation9 it is shown in Appendix A.2 that

Tlf ¢:xy(~)d~ =
o

If the other loop gain constant of the adaptive loop

0.634 'A. ...... (9)

is given by Gl, then the actual loop gain for a given
set of loop constants is

G =

a is obtained from Fig.18 for the particular starting
point of the chain code used in the mechanisation.
From these values, the theoretical response of the
adaptive system can be calculated.
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For three different values of the loop constants,
the response curves have been calculated and plotted
as shown in Fig.19. The practical response obtained
for the same values of loop constants is also plotted.
There is a good degree of agreement between the two
illustrating the good degree of approximation to ret)
by the expression of Equation (7). The response on
one side of the optimum is quite different to that on
the other side. When the loop gain is adjusted to
give the fastest response without overshoot, the
response on the other side exhibits oscillations of
quite large magnitude. The response is also much
slower (Fig.19(c».

For the first-order plant considered in the above
example, it can be derived from Equation (8) as shown
in Appendix A.3 that the transient factor a is zero
when the starting point is chosen such that

27<Totan ¢ =

•This corresponds to the two points Band D in
Fig.18. If the chain code had been chosen to start

•at B or B , the transient effect~ould have been very
much reduced. This is not always possible in practice,
since the dynamics of the process are usually unknown
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and may change with parameter setting. Moreover.
the starting point of the chain code may be chosen
from such other considerations as elimination or
reduction of cross-correlation between the running
average and signal frequency drift terms48 •

.-
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4. SYSTEM WITH CONTINUOUS PARAMETER ADJUSTMENT

It is seen from the last Section that the error
signal in Z(t) is due to the transient in y(t) following
the step adjustment in K. The effect of the transient
is seen to be small when the loop gain is small. Thus,
if the adjustment steps are kept small, the effect of
the transient can be reduced.

Instead of making adjustments once every chain
code period, if a large number of steps per period
keeping each adjustment step small can be effected,
then it may be expected to result in a smaller transient
effect. This in other words means. a continuous
parameter adjustment. When the parameter is continu-
ously adjusted, the rate of change of K is small and
hence the contribution of the time varying component
of y(t) to Z(t) will become negligible.

For the continuous adjustment of the parameter K,
the slope is required to be measured continuously.
It was shown in the last Section that noise-free
measurement of gradient is possible only once per
period of the chain code. It is shown in this Section
that by using a second running averager after the
correlation multiplier, it is possible to obtain a
noise-free estimate of the slope continuously.
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Consider the schematic diagram shown in Fig.20.
Let the signal at the output of the second running

•averager be Z (t).
t

Z(t) = ~i It ret) yet) dt
o

,
z (t) z(t} dt - z( t-T) dt

(By the definition of the running average)

or

Z'(t) = T}- It [It r(t)y(t)dt - ft r(t-T)y(t-T)dt] dt
i to to to

But
ret)

Tl
= ~ I x(t-s) ds

1 0
Therefore

Tl ]- ~1 fo r(t-T-e) y(t-T) de } dt dt

Interchanging the order of integration inside the
square brackets. we get
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t [ T tZ'(t) = ~ I ~II{I x(t ...s) yet)
i to 1 0 to

dt -

- r:oX(t-T-S) y(t-T) dt } ds ] dt

Simplifying the second termg we get

I
Z (t)

t [ Tl t-T t= ~r ~I {I x(t-s)y(t)dt +1 x(t-s)y{t)dt -
i i .1 0 to . v~T

o

Since the integration starts at t=to9 the third
integral cancels with the first giving

ds ] dt

i.e.
, 1

Z (t) = TT
i

t
I Set) dt
to

00000 (10)
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Thus. it is seen from Equation (10) that a noise-
free measurement of the gradient is obtained continu-
ously. The parameter is adjusted at a rate proportional
to the integral of the slope. Hence

t
K(t) ~ J Set) dt

to•Thus K(t) = z (t)

The variation in y as a result of the continuous
adjustment of the pa~ameter will produce an error term
in the measured slope. An exact analytical expression
for the response of the closed-loop is very difficult
to obtain. It is possible however to prediot the
response by a step-by-step method. The method considers
the response K(t) to be made up of small changes at
intervals equal to th~ bit in~erval as would be the
case in a digital mechanisation. Thus, in a system
using a chain code of length N bits, there will be N
step changes in K in any period T. Each (little step)
produces an error in S(t) •. In the following analysis,

~ the order of integration and the process of taking the
running average in the system of Fig.20 are considered
interchanged. Since these are linear operations,
this procedure is valid.
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Consider the step change &Kk in K at time t-kA
and the corresponding variation in y occuring at time
to This produces an error term. in Set) given by

w T kAB sin ( ~ 1)• J q(t)osin (wct+¢k)Z (t)k = gk·&~· dt
T

0

ouo.. (11)

where ¢k is the phase angle of ret). Assuming the
system dynamics to be constant over the range of K
considered in the time interval t-T to tv then at
time tv the total error in Set) due to the change in
K over the past period T is given by

N

Z~(t) = z= ~k· &Kk
k=o

If N is largev then the summation can be replaced by
k •an integration and letting I =~ t then Zl(t) becomes

w T f
• g.N.&K.B.sin( C 1)[ INA, }

Zl(t) = ~, Jd~oJ q(t).sin(wct+2"S)dt, Too
.........(12)

where it is assumed that g is constant over the range
of K considered and each step is of the same small
amplitude.

Interchanging the order of integrationv Equation (12)
becomes
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wcTl Tg.N.5K.B.sin( 2 ) f= q(t).(cos
2n'T 0

or ••••• (13)

It is seen from Equation (13) that the error in S(t)
in this system is dependent as in the system with
discontinuous adjustment on the gradient g and step
size 5K.

The value ot a in Equation (8) and ~ in Equation (13)
can be caloulated if the system dyn~os are known.
For a first-order plant, q(t) is given by

-tiTq(t) = 1_ e 0

and hence a can be evaluated as

ex =
wcTlg.B.sin( 2 )

Ti
• (cos¢ + IT sin¢)

we 0

••••• (14)

Similarly, f3 is g1ven by
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wcTlg.N.B.sin(~)
271T

-TITTo(l-e 0)

(l+W~T~)
= •

.0<>00 (15)

For a loop gain such that the total desired adjustment
.in a period is equal in both the continuous and dis-
continuous adjustment systems (that isAK = NooK).
the ratio of the errors in the two systems is given by

=

TFor. the system studied in Section 302. T ~2 and ¢
o

corresponds to the starting point A of the chain code
(Fig~18). Hence

Thus, from the above Equation, it is seen that the
error in the system with continuous adjustment is very
much smaller than the error Zl{t) in the system with
discontinuous adjustment. The response can therefore
be expected to be closer to the ide~l response and the
speed similar on both sides of the optimum.
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4.1. Response of a Particular System

The response of the system with discontinuous
adjustment has been illustrated in Section 3.2. The
same process is used for investigating the response
with continuous adjustment. The block diagram of the
system is shown in Fig.20, The sample-and-hold unit
of Fig.16 has been replaced by the running averager
RA2 ~ The anal.ogue running averager has been developed
from a capacitor-drum delay generator. The devel9pment
and performance of this running averager is discussed
in detail in Section 7 of t~e thesis.

Typical re~ponse curves are shown in Fig.21. These
9urves have been 'plotted for the same relative loop
gain~ as those of Fig.19. The predi~tions of Secti9n 4
are ",~llborne put by the experimental results. The
response is seen (,1g.21) to be similar on either side
of the optimum. 'The theoretical response can be cal-
culated bya step-by-step metho~ as outlined in
'Appendix A~4., ' The calculated values of the response
are also shown in Fig.2l. The experimental values
agree reasonably well with the theoretical response.

The variation in the speed of response measured by

the time to reduce the off-set in paramet~r to one third
of its init~al value with loop gain is shown in Fig.22.
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The response times of the system with discontinuous
adjustment are seen to be significantly different on
each side of the optimum (by a factor of about 305~l).
The optimum can be reached in about 10-12 time constants
of the plant without any significan·t overshoots or
oscillations. As the loop gain is increased, the response
becomes more oscillator,y and for relative loop gains
higher than 7.8, instability occurs. The system with
continuous adjustment has a higher permissible loop gain
before the system becomes unstable as compared to the
system with discontinuous adjustment. Further stability
analysis of the system is presented in Section 6~

4.2. Dynamic Compensation

When a digital computer is employed in the hill-
climbing technique under discussion, the impulse res-
ponse of the process from parameter adjustment to
performance measure is normally computed first, by the

~emcross-correlation technique. The gradient ~~ is
obtained by integrating the computed impulse response.
In the system with continuous adjustment, the computed
impulse response is updated every clock interval of
the perturbing chain code so that the gradient is
determined continuously.
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Since the impulse response is available, the
change in y due to the step adjustment in parameter
can be computed. The transient component in y due to
the step change is then subtracted from the present
value of y before cross-correlating y with the chain
code to calculate the present value of the gradient.
This eliminates the error term in the measured gradient.
The same technique is repeated for all the subsequent
steps. This procedure called 'Dynamic compensation'
can be applied to the systems with both continuous and
discontinuous adjustments. Thus, the main error in
the evaluated gradient is eliminated and the system
response approaches the response of the system with
an ideal gradient computer.

4.2.1. Experimental Results

Application of dynamic compensation is possible
only when a digital computer is used for optimisation.
To evaluate the improvement in performance when dynamic
compensation is applied, results have been obtained
for a second-order process. The process consists of
a square law characteristic followed by a second-order
plant with an additional time delay of transfer function

K e-P~p •
H(p) =
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where K = 0.25,p 't' = 200 msecs, Ta = 100 msecs,
Tb = 1 sec.
The PRBS used for perturbation is the one of length
63 bits described by the polynomial equation

= O.
The clock frequency used is 8 cis.

Typical response curves both for the continuous
and discontinuous adjustment systems are shown in Fig.23.
The response curves of Fig.23 are for the system,
without'dynamic compensation. The response of the dis-
continuous adjustment system is seen to be quite dis-
similar from either side of the optimum as has already
been illustrated for the first-order system in Fig.19o

The effect of applying dynamic compensation is
shown in Fig.24. This shows the variation in speed
of response as measured by the total adjustment in a
given time from an initial offset as a function of the
starting point of the chain code. For the system with
discontinuous adjustment, it is seen that the application
of dynamic compensation results in more similar response
times from either side of the optimum. The system with
continuous adjustment and without dynamic compensation
is seen to be almost as good as the ideal system.



Application of dynamic compensation has only limited
improvement in this case and hence may only be
advantageous to apply when the loop gain of the system
is relatively high.

(The experimental studies reported illSection 4.2.1
have been carried out by Dr. K.C. Ng. Dr. D.H. Stockwell
and Mr. K.R. Morris on the hybrid computing fecility
at the National Physical Laboratory. The author is
grateful to them for this work).
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5. EFFECT OF NOISE

5.1. General

In this Section, the effect of random disturbances
on the hill-climbing systems discussed in Sections 3
and 4 is considered.

In all practical systems, the process may be subject
to extraneous disturbances and measurement noise. The
effect of these disturbances is to introduce measure-
ment uncertainty onto the measured value of gradient.
The effect of random disturbances on the performance
of the adaptive system can be studied by applying noise
signals to the output or input of the process. Figo25
shows the schematic diagram of the adaptive system
with the noise signal added to the output of the
process. It is assumed that n(t) is a stationary
random process.

The statistical errors in measurement in the
presence of the output noise can be evaluated for the
systems with discontinuous and continuous parameter
adjustment. The variance in the output of the integrator
and the running averager respectively is calculated.
It is shown that if the noise is band-limited, the
system with continuous parameter adjustment has a
lower variance.
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5.2. Evaluation of Variance

Let the noise signal net) have a zero mean value
and an auto-correlation function given by

= • • • •• (16)

For a linear system with random input, the rela-
tionship between the auto-correlation functions of
the output and input signals is given by49

+(10

¢oo(~) = f ¢ii(~-t) ¢HH(t) dt
-co

If the input signal has zero mean, then the mean
square value or the variance of the output fll1ctuations
is given by

+00

D2 = ¢oo(o) = f ¢ii(t)¢HH(t)dt
-00

.0... (17)

From Equation (17), the variance at the output of any
linear device can be calculated if the impulse response
of the transfer function and the auto-correlation
function of the input signal are known.

5.2.1. Variance of System with Discontinuous
Adjustment

The adaptive system with discontinuous adjustment
is shown in Fig.25(a). The input signal to the multi-



plier has two components - the signal component due
to response of!the system and the noise component"
When the signal component is multiplied by the runrri.ng
average ret) and integrated, the resulting si.gnal gives
a measure of the gradient. When the noise signal is
multiplied by ret) and integrated, the resulting
signal contributes to the fluctuations with variance
n2• If ret) and net) are uncorrelatedl) the at.;,tG-
correlation function of the output of the multipliE-;r

1s given by

00000 (18)
,

If r{ t) and n( t) are correlated I)then ¢ (t) imt'Jlvesz"z"
the fourth m0ment terms of ret) and net). It can 1e
easily shown that the variance of the fluctuations at
the o"'J.tputof the integrator (Fig025(a» is given ty50

2T Tm .
n2 = ~. J (1- T: ) Covariance {Zy(o)I)Zy('t")}d~

Ti 0 m

where
2'

covariance{~t(o).Zy(~)} = ¢z z (~) - (E{Z1P
"'JI .

E{Z~}is the mean value of the random signalo
If the mean value is zero, then

Tm
J (1- ~ )
o m
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If ¢. (~) is known, then the variance can be evaluatedZyZy .
from Equation (19). ·For the evaluation of ¢z (t), it. ~zy
is seen from Equation (18) that the auto-correlation
function of the running average is required to be
determined.

The running average signal is a periodic signal
'with a periodic auto-correlation function. When the
running average is taken over 64 clock periods as has
been done in the system of Fig.25. the auto-correlation
function of r(t) can be shown to be

2 [-Ht]¢rr('t") <1"ccA for O<'t",(N-l)l\. )= 2 2Tr )
)

2 PN21ll. + iJ )
<1"ccA (N+l)A )

= -;2 for 't"= 2 )
)r )

2 )
O-ccA.[~-~ ] (N+l)A. 't" NA. )

= i) for 2 (., )
T'-r

• • 0 • • (20)

Equation (20) is plotted in Fig.26. It is seen that
it has a triangular wave-form.

Since the period of r(t) is the chain code period,
the upper limit of the integration in Equation (19)
is T. From Equations (16) through (20), the variance
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of the fluctuations at the output of the integrator
is given by

-'t/Tf
e .(1- ~)(-'t+ i) d't

Evaluating the above integral and simplifying, we get

2 .DS•H.==

(21)
where

The variance can thus be evaluated from Equation (21.) 0

5.2.2. Variance of System with Continuous
Adjustment

The block diagram. of the adaptive system with
continuous adjustment is shown in Fig.25(b). In the
system with discontinuous adjustment (Fig.25{a», the
signals at points A and B are the same when t = T,2T ••••
whereas in the system with continuous adjustment, the
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signal at point Bl is the signal at Al averaged over
a past period of the chain code. This averaging acts
as additional filtering of the fluctuations and the
resulting variance may be expected to be smaller than
that obtained fron Equation (21) for the system with
discontinuous adjustment.

The impulse response of the integrator and running
averager combination H(t) is given by

H(t> ~ ll~2(1 - e-
PT>]

The auto-correlation function of H(t) is given by

.... o. ( 22 )

1 2 (2T + 't') )¢HH('t') = (TiT~)2
e (T-'t')• 6 • for O<i'r~T)

)
)

= 0 for l't'l>T )
)

• 0 • • 0 (23)

As before, the variance is given by

Evaluating the above integral, we get
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0•• 0. (24)

The variance in the two syat ems can tl:..usbe evaluated
from Equations (21) and (24). The calculated valuesTfare plotted in Fig.27 as a function of the ratio ~.

T
It is seen that when the ratio Tf < 1, the variance

in the system with continuous adjustment is lower by

a factor of 2 to 3 compared to the system with dis-
continuous adjustment. This means that when the noise
band-width is large compared to the perturbation
signal band-width, the noise performance of the system
with continuous adjustment is superior to that of the
system with discontinuous adjustmento

The variance has been experimentally measured for
the process comprising the square law device followed
by a first-order transfer function l+~ToO The noise
signal used is obtained by passing a PRBS through a
first-order low pass filter of time constant Tfo

Further' details of this are discussed in Section 8.
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The measured values of the variance agree quite wall
with the calculated values for both systems.

5..3~ §~te:m. R£~Eonge in the Prp-.f!~nce e1'Noj"s~

In the presence of OU"tput nod se, "themeasur-ed sl.ope
has a standard. deV'iation which can be calculated from
Equa"!iio:ls (21) and (24).. The s'f;a~ilityand the aorur-acy
cf parruneter ad cpbf.cn is affectf:c!d'U.6 to nod.ae, Typioal

z-eaponse curvea for the :pra~tica1 system. dea(~::.::'ibeiin
Section 4,,1 in the presence o:f 01:tput :noise is shown in

Fig" 28. It is se en that when the n:dse to sig'TI.a.lratio
is compars,"tive1y high. the para!lliorter excur-aton abouf the
optimum. is large. Though the initial !loise tc signal
ratio is 1:23. it becomes 1:1 when the par~ete~ rsaches
20 per cerrt of the optimum. for the system of F'ig",28(a..)"

The effect of noise is most prono"unoel in the regi0n et

the optj.mum.when the noise powez- becomes comparable to
or larger than that of the signal power" T"".n.espeed of
adaptation roughly remains the same as that for the system
free from noise disturbances. The peak to peak value of
the parameter excursion about the optimum is seen to be
about half for the system with continuous parameter
adjustment a.s compared to the system with discontinuous
adjustment when the loop gain is the same for both
the systems •.
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6. STABILITY OF THE SYSTEM WITH CONTINUOUS ADJUSTMENT

6.1. General

The adaptive system considered in Section 4 is a
closed loop system. and hence instability may exist.
An exact analysis of system stability is difficult and
no general method has been developed. Even for the
simplest cases, the differential equations of the
system are non-linear and time varying.

Under certain assumptions, an approximate stability
analysis may be carried out. Such an approximate
analysis for the system with continuous parameter
adjustment is presented in this Section. The analytical
technique only applies to the particular class of
system investigated.

When the loop gain of the adaptive system is
increased to too high a value to achieve a faster
response. the response becomes erratic and oscillatory
and the system may become unstable. The value of the
loop gain is to be properly chosen to give a satisfac-
tory response.

Consider the block diagram shown in Fig.29(a).
Under closed-loop operating conditions, the parameter
changes in small discrete steps after each adjustment.
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For a small step change oK in the parameter K, the
output of the non-linearity is given by

&y'(t) = l' [ &K2 + 2Ki&K + 2&K.x(t) ] u(t)

••••• (25)

yet) = fOOh('t) oy'(t-'t) d't
o

met) = ret) fooh('t) Oy'(t-'t) d't
o

The running average of met) is taken over a period of'
the chain code and hence get) is give~ by

T

get) = f m(t-s) ds
o

T
= f r{ t-s) l. h( 't) 6y' (t-s-'t) d't

o 0

ISubstituting for oy (t) from Equation (25), we get

T

get) = f r(t-s) fQOAk h('t) u(t-s-'t) d't ds +
o 0

Tf r(t-s) f~~h('t) x(t-s-'t) u(t-s-'t) d't ds
o 0
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where

or get) =

gl(t) can be expressed as

T

= Ak f r(t-s)
o
t

= Ak f r("'l)
t-T

t-sf h(",)
o
"'1

f h(",)
o

d", ds
or

d", d"'l ••••• (26)

g2(t) can be expressed as

T Tl 00

g2( t) = f f x( t-s-"'2 )d"'2{¥( 't').xC t-s-'t').u{ t-s-'t )d't-ds
000

Interchanging the order'of integration, we get

Tl T co

g2( t) = ~f d't'2fx( t-s-"'2 )ds f h( 't')·x(t-s-'t'),u( t-s-", )od't'
000

If the order of integration and multiplication is
interchanged,

Tl QO T
g2(t) = Bkf d't'ifh('t')d't'fx(t-s-'t')oc(t-S-'t'2)U(t-S-'t')dS

o 0 0

This can be rearranged and simplified to give
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TI co t-'t
g2(t) = Bkf d't2f h('t)d'tf xCv) x(v+'t-'t2)dv •

~o 0 0 )
for t<T+'t )

)
TI 0) )

= Bkf d't2f h('t) ¢xx('t-'t2)d't • for t>T+'t )
)

o 0
••••• (27)

Equations (26) and (27) give expressions for the output
of the running averager for a small step change in
parameter. If get) can be evaluated explicitly. then
the forward loop of the adaptive system can be repre-
sented by an equivalent linear small signal transfer
function. The stability analysis can then be carried
out 'by well known techniques applicable to linear
systems. For simplicity. let us first consider the
system neglecting system dynamics.

6.2. System without Dynamics

If the system dynamics are neglected. then impulse
response h('t) can be represented by an impulse function

Substituting the above for h('t) into Equations (26)
and (27). the expressions for gl(t) and g2(t) are
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t
gl(t) = Ak f r('tl) d'tl

)
)

t-T )

TI t ~
)

g2(t) = ~ f d't2·f xCv) x(v-'t2) dv for t<T )
)o 0

••••• (28)

gl(t) is zero since it is the integral of the running
average over a period of the chain code. Hence

get) =
TI t~ f d~2'f xCv) x(v-~2) dv
o 0

for t<T

••••• (29)

The first integration in Equation (29) which is with
respect to ~2 can be replaced. by a summation over the
range TI(=~h) since x(t) is a discrete signal. This
results in

get) =
t~ .f x( v) •x( v)
o

nIh t

dv + ~.~ f x(v).x(v-j) dv
. j=h 0

••••• (30)

In Equation (30), the first term is the product of
the chain code with itself integrated over time t.
Since x takes the values ±l, the integral over time t

is a'ramp function the slope of which depends upon :Ek.
The second term of Equation (30) is not easy to evaluate.



It represents a randomly varying signal in the
interval t<T. At t = T = NA

T ~A T

geT) = Bkof x(v).x(v).dv + Bk·~f x(v)ox(v-j).dv
o j=A 0

nlA.
= Bk"T + Bko ~ ¢xx(j)

j=A
o 0 • ... (31)

The auto-correlation function .0xx('t) is zero except
at 't = 0 and hence

get) = ~oT for t ~ T

Thus9 after a step change in parameter, the outiputof
the running averager reaches a steady value at the
end of one period of the chain code.

The variation of get) is shown in Fig.29(b). If
the random fluctuations are neglected, this is identical
to the step response of a running averager. Hence.
"in the absence of system dynamics. the small signal
transfer function from point P to Q (Fig.29(a» can
be represented by a running averager.
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6030 System with Dynamics

When the system dynamics are included. the
expression for get) becomes more complicated to evaluate.
gl(t) is given by Equation (26) and it is again zero
for all t. g2(t) is given by Equation (21) which can
be simplified to give

j=r~A t-", )
ex>

d'r .[ J xCv)
)

g2(t) = Bk f h(",) x(v+"'-j) dv )
)

0 J=o 0 )
for t <. T+", )

TI )
)

- Bk J h(s) ds for t > T+", )
)

0

• • 0 • • (33'

or this can be written as

t-",
00 J.g2(t) = B.l{ f d", h(",) d", +
0 0

j=~A t-'"
~ fCX)h( r ) d",[ J xCv) x(v+"'-j) dv

0 j=A 0
for t < T+",

Tl .
= 1\: J h(s) ds for t > T+",

0

If the random variations represented by
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t--rf xCv) x(v+-r-j) dv
o

are assumed to be small and neglected, then g2{t) can
be represented by the step response of the running.
averager and the plant transfer function in cascade.
Then the small signal transfer function from point P
to Q (Fig.29(a» can be represented by the plant
transfer function in cascade with the running averager.
This can be seen to be valid from physical considera-
tions as follows.

Consider the block diagram shown in Fig~29(a).
When an ,impulse &Ko (of duration A) is applied at Pt

the effect of this is to move the working point along
the square law characteristic in the affected direction.

2As a result, the input Signal~(Ki+x(t)+&Ko) to the
plant has a component which is the modulated chain
code. The response to this is important as all the
other terms effectively contribute to only a change
in the gain. The response of the plant due to this
signal is the modulated impulse response of the plant.
The multiplication of yet) and ret) is equivalent to
the multiplication of the plant response by the chain
code x(t) and its successive delayed versions
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[upto X(t-~A)J and summation of the multiplier
outputs. The output of the multipliers corresponds
to the successive ordinates of the modulated impulse
response at time intervals o,A,2A, ••••nlA• The output
of the multipliers depends on the instant at which the
impulse is applied. The ensemble average of the output
of the multipliers is a time function which is the
impulse response het) of the plant. Therefore, for
small signals, the transfer function from P to PI can
be represented by the transfer function of the process
dynamics. Thus, the small signal transfer function
from P to Q can be represented by the plant transfer
function in cascade with the running averager.

Fig.30(a) shows the schematic diagram of the
approximate linear model which can be analysed for
stability.

For a first-order plant l+~T • the Nyquist diagram
* 0is shown in Fig.30(b). From the Nyquist plot, it is

found that the system becomes unstable for

G ~ 3.45

The practical value obtained for the adaptive system

* The running averager has a frequency response as
shown in Fig.35.
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of Section 4.1 is
G ~ 3.72

For the application of this method of approximate
_>

stability assessment, only an estimate of the impulse
response or frequency response of the plant is required.
The method is not limited to low order plants in
principle, though experimental results have not been
obtained for higher order plants. The method can be
applied to systems with time delays also~
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7. THE ELECTRO-MECHANICAL RUNNING AVERAGER

7.1. General

It was shown in Section 2 that the mechanisation
for the evaluation of the integral of the cross-
correlation function requires the generation of the
'Running average' or 'Moving average' of the
perturbation signal.

The running average R(t) of a function of time
U(t) over an interval of time Tr is defined as

R(t)
Tr

= f U{t-s) ds
o

t
= f U(s) ds

t-Tr
• • • •• (34)

where U{t-s) is the delayed version of the function U{t).

Equation (34) can also be written as

t t
R(t) = J U(s) ds - J U(S-Tr) ds

-00 -co
•••••(35)

By the definition of Equations (34) and (35), the
running average R{t) at Itime t of the signal u(t) is
the integral of the signal over the interval (t-Tr)
to t. That is, it is equal to the integral of U(t)
minus the integral of the delayed signal U(t-Tr).
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In Section 4. it was shown that two running
averagers are required (Fig.20) for the mechanisation
of the adaptive system with continuous parameter
adjustment. The first running averager is easy to
implement digitally since the two-level signal and its
delayed version are obtained by lOgic circuits, and
the difference signal (±l or 2 or zero) can be added
to a reversible digital counter. Also, this counter
need have quite a small capacity as can be seen for
example, from Fig.31 •.

The second running averager is much more difficult
to realise however, since the input analogue signal
is not confined to discrete amplitude levels. A new,
method of generating the running average of an analogue

-,

signal using an electro-mechanical device has been
developed. In this Section, the development and
operation of this running averager is described.

According to the definition of Equation (35). the
mechanisation for the computation of R(t) is shown
schematically in Fig.31.

From Fig.31, the impulse response of the running
averager can be expressed as

= u(t) • • • • • ( 36)
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Thus. the impulse response of the running averager
has a box-car wave-form.

7.2. Methods of Simulation

The method of simulation of the running average
as represented in Fig.31 requires the delayed version
of the time function. When the signal whose running
average is required is discrete. delayed versions of
the function can easily be generated as discussed
earlier. But when the signal is a continuous function
of time, the generation of delayed versions are not
very easy and accurate. The delayed versions of such
time functions can be obtained by conventional techniques
such as electronic delay circuits er magnetic tape
delay lines. With these methods, precise unity gain
setting for the delay block (Fig.3l) is difficulto If
the gain is not exactly unity. the residual difference,
when integrated, results in considerable deviations
from the correct running average at the output of the
integrator. This Is a serious limitation on the accuracy
obtainable by this method.

If the delayed versions are obtained using the
R.C. network approximation based upon Taylor's expansion
of U(t-Tr), the amplitude and phase distortion will be
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excessivee An alternative but rather expensive
method is to convert the analogue signal into a
digital signal •. The delayed versions are then
readily obtained and the running average computed
using reversible binary counterse A D-to-A converter
is then used to obtain the analogue running average
signalo The accuracy here is dependent on the A-to-D
and D-to-A converters used, and the number of past
values maintained in the store.

The electro-mechanical running averager described
below has the advantages of low cost and simplicity.
No complicated equipment or circuitry is involved. It
is particularly useful when analogtle signals are
involved.

703e Principle of Operation

The principle of operation of this running averager
is the capability of a capacitor drum to generate
delayed versions of the time functionoThe performance
of the capacitor drum as a delay generator is described
first, before describing the running averager propero

A number of capacitors are connected at one end
each to a commutator segment on a rotating drum and
at the other ends to a common point. Two brushes are
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provided on the commutator. Th.e input voltage (a
function of time) is connected to one of the brushes,
the other brush is taken to the input of a high input-
impedance amplifiero The common point of the capacitors
is earthedo

When a commutator is in contact with the input
brush through its connected cOIDml.ltatorsegment9 the
j nput voltage char-ges the capacitor to the t.nataneanecue
valu.e of the input vo.l.tage0 The capacitor moves on
with its full charge until it comes in contact with
the next brush when the charge on the capacitor causes
the output voltage of the amplifier to rise to a value
proportional to the stored chargeo If the leakage is
negligibleo the output voltage is the same as the
instantaneous value of the input voltageo but delayed
by a time interval equal to the time taken by the
capacitor to move from one brush to the other. Simi-
larly, successive capacitors delay the successive
instantaneous values of the input voltage and the
voltage at the output of the amplifier is thus a
delayed version of the input voltage. The length of
the delay is conveniently varied by varying the speed
of rotation of the drum.

The capacitor drum described above can be used in
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a novel manner to realise Equation (35) and generate
the running averageo

This is best illustrated by considering the
arrangement shown in Fig.32. The voltage whose running
averager is required is connected to a brush on the
drumo The common point of the capacitors is taken to
the virtual earth of an electronic integrator. The
capacitors are charged to the instantaneous value of
the input vol~age U(t) as they pass under the brush in
turn. After a complete revolution, when the first
capacitor again comes under the brush, it is charged
to the new value of the input voLt.age at that instant
of time and thus the previous charge is automatically
erased.

If U(t) is an impulse Al0U.o(to) occuring at t=to'
the capacitor which is in contact with the brush at
t=to gets charged to the value

=

where C is the value of the capacitance.
At point A. the virtual earth of the amplifier

i.
l. =

Therefore, q.
].

=
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Hence the output voltage Vo is given by
AIC
- c-

l
=

After one full revolution, when the same capacitor
passes through the brush again the original charge is
erased and hence the output voltage falls to zero.
Thus the impulse response is a constant of magnitude
AlC
~ from to to to+n~t and zero for all other values
of t, where nAt is the time required for one C'omplete
revolution.

Thus, the successive values of the input signal
is remembered over the time required for one revolution.
The output of the integrator is the average value of
the input signal over the last period, that is, it is
the running average of the input signal over this
period.

7.4. Construction of the Running Averager

Fig.33 shows the practical set-up of the running
averager. The capacitors are connected between two
copper-laminate discs on which the desired number of
conducting segments (commutator segments) has been
etched. Low leakage high stability polystyrene
capacitors are used. In the unit built, 127 such
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condensers (each 1000 pf) are employed. The capacitor
drum is driven by a servo-m.otor. Since the time over
which the running average is taken is the time required
for one complete revolution of the drum. the running
average of the Signal over a wide range of time intervals
can be obtained by driving the drum at the appropriate
speed.

As stated in Section 4.1, thts running averager
has been particularly deyeloped for use as RA2 in Fig.20.
In this application, the runnin.g average is taken over
exactly one period of the chain code. To aohieve
correct synchronisaticn~ the clock pulses for the shift
register generating the perturbation Signal is ge:nerated
by the same shaft that drives the capacitor drum.
This is done by arranging a circular aluminium diso
with 127 equally spacE;d holes en its pheriphery to be
driven from the shaft of the capac.itor d:ru.:m.oThe holes
in the rotating disc allow light from. a light source
to energise a photo-transistor whose output is shaped
to give a square wave signal. Hence in one revolution
of the disc, 127 clock pulses are generated. Thus.
the period of the chain code is synchronised to the
revolutions of the drum.

A photograph of the complete running averager is
shown in Fig.34o
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7.5. Frequency Response of the Running Averager

By transforming Equation (36). the frequency
response Hr(jw) of the running averager is obtained as

wTr /- wTr
Tr·sin ~ ""'2"= wTr •

-r
••••• (37)

This is plotted in Fig.35 where the practical values
obtained are also showno It is seen that the experi-
mental and theoretical values agree quite closely.
The error is within 2.5 percent in the low frequency
rangeo
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8. SPECIAL COMPUTING ELEMENTS

The experimental work on the adaptive systems
described in Sections 3 and 4 were carried out on a
special purpose analogue computer which employed chopper
stabilised computing amplifiers. In this Section. the
special circuitry employed are described.

The PRES used in the experiments is of 127 bit
length and is generated by a seven stage feed back
shift register. The delayed signal x(t-64~) required
for generating the running average is obtained at the
output of a not-equivalent gate" the inputs to which
are the signals from the se:::ondand fourth stages of
the shift register. The block diagram of the arrange-
ment is shown in Fig036. The clock pulses for the
chain code generator are generated by the analogue
running averager as described in Section 7.4.

The chain code and its delayed version are gated
to obtain the ADD and SUBTRACT pulses as shown in
Fig.37(a) which form the inputs to the reversible
binary counter generating the running average of the
chain code. The running average is a discrete level
signal whose amplitude does not exceed eight levels
and hence four counters are adequate for the purpose.
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The flow diagram of the arrangement is shown in

The multiplication of the running average r(·t) by
the response yet) is carried out by a hybrid multiplierg
The multiplier is a switching arrangement formed by
the six diode bridge, shown in Figo38(a)o The multi-
plier built can handle upto ±20v with a switching error
of less than 5 mv. The integral of the multiplier
output is the required measure of the slope ~8

The response of the adaptive loop depends on the
starting point of the chain code as discussed in
Section 30 In the mechanisationll further logic circuitry
ensures that the starting point corresponds to the
state 1000000 of the shift registerso

All the gates, flip flops and other circuitry are
semi-conductor circuits&

The parameter is wired-in as a coefficient
potentiometer which is set by a low inertia RoPsCo
system_:the input of which is the output of the

.-

integrator. The output shaft position of the RoPaC.
is obtained from the second gang of the two gang
potentiometer.

The noise signal used for the measurement'of
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variance as described in Section 5 is obtained by
passing a PRBS through a first-order low pass f~lter.
The bandwidth of the filter is chosen such that the
amplitu.de probability distribution of the resulting
wave-form is Gaussian51• The PRBS used is the one of
length 2043 generated by an 11 stage feed back shift
registero
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90 METHODS OF SYNTHESIS OF NEW BINARY SEQUENa3S

9010 General

The hill-climbing technique described in Sections
3 and 4 can be readily extended to the simultaneous
adjustment of parameters of a multi-parameter system,
if uncorrelated PRB:3 can be genez-ated, All the known
quadratic residue and m~sequences are correlated to
one anothero Godfrey et a152 have described modifica-
tions to the known ~sequences to obtain uncorrelated
se'luenceso The instrumentation of these modifications
in practical applications is difficult.

There are many applications for sequences which
have approximately an impulsive auto-correlation func-
tion and uncorrelated to one another or to the existing
sequences. In a searcn for such new sequences, two
methods of synthesis are examined in this Section.
Some new sequences have been derived by using one of
these techniques. Unfortunately. these sequences are
not uncorrelated to any of the known sequences of the
same length.

9020 Method of Synthesis using a Non-linearity

A well known relationship between the auto-corre-
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lation functions of the input and output signals of a
bang-bang non-linearity for Gaussian input signals
eXists53 which is given by

p .. (T)
11.

= sin [ ••• • • (38)

Fromthis relationship. for any desired form of the
auto-correlation function of the output of the non-
linearity. the auto-correlation function of the input
signal can be obtained. From the Wiener-Khintchine
relationships, the power spectrum of the Gaussian input
signal can be calculated. If the signal with such a
power spectrum can be generated, then the desired
two-level sequence is readily obtained.

Let us now consider a few desired forms of the
output...auto-correlation function.

(i) The auto-correlation function of the output .
signal X(t) is assumed to be periodic and as shown in
Fig.39(a). ¢xi(T) is defined over a period Nh by

¢:x:x:(T) = 1__11.1 for ITI<hh
= 0 for T)h

Fourier transformation of ¢LL(T) gives. using
Equation (38)
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which after integration results in

•cf (w)LL = cos WA.

The input signal L(t) is periodico The power spectrum
is hence di.screte with a harmonic separation equal to
the period of the output sequenceo The input power
spectrum is given by

~ (w)LL

+00

21f' 0 L ur 0 5 (w-rw c)
I~..:.:-(SJ

where
I

]w:ruur 1 cp (w):: NI LL
0

in which

Wo
271'= NX'

Hence

t (w):::LL
ocos rwOAoO(w-rwo)

0 ••• 0 (39)
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It is seen from Equation (39) that the power spectrum
37(becomes negative for values of w>~. Hence the

signal with this power spectrum is physically un-
realisable. Thus, a two level periodic sequence with
a triangular form of auto-correlation function cannot
be synthesised by this technique.

(ii) If the auto-correlation function of the output
sequence is assumed to have an auto-correlation function
of that of a PRES (triangular with a negative bias for
~>1"'.it can be derived as in (i) that the power
spectrum ef the input signal becomes negative and hence
the Signal is physically unrealisable.

(iii) The auto-correlation function of the output
sequence is assumed to be of the exponential form
and periodic with period N~. It is given by

¢ (~)
XX

== e

Therefore

The Fourier transformation of ¢ (~) is given by
LL
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LL

But

".2' 0 e
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l'tl- ;..

]

-jw't"

e 0 d-r. [."• ai,n 2' 0 e

G • • ... (40)

l'tl

sin [ ~ • e- r ] =

+

51'T1
.".51 -T
(2') °li 0 e - + •• 0

[ e
- IfI]

SUbsti~uting for sin ~ 0 and evaluating the

integral of Equation (40) and simplifying, we get

cp (w)
LL

" k==co
== 2;". o '. L

LL k==o

k T( 2k+l
(-1) 0 (.~)

N ]
- 2(2k+l)

NWA Nw;"+ e [WA' sin -:r- - (2k+ 1) • cos -:r- ]

.If N is large, which is generally true, exp(- ~)
becomes extremely small and hence the second term
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inside the brackets can be neglected. Therefore

,
cp (w)
LL

=
2 k=oo

2AoC1 .. L
LL k=o

k 'f( 2k+l
(-1) .. ('2)

The auto-correlation function of th.e input signal is
periodic. In a similar way as derived in (i) abov8v

the power spectrum. of the input signal is given by

(~ (e ) =
LL

Truncating the infinite series into N terms,
2

47f. C1
LTJ ~ )

N ~?W ~o

+N

•••....(41)
This power spectrum is always positive and hence the
corresponding signal is physically realisable in theory.

1,tA.nexample. assuming that the output sequence is periodic
and of length 31 bits. the power spectrum of Equation
(41) is plotted in Fig.40. A time function with this
discrete spectrum is to be generated to synthesise
the sequence.
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But unfortunately. it is not possible to generate
Gaussian repetitive signalG and hence it has not been
possible to synthesise any new sequences by this
methodo

9030 Method of Synthesis using Impulse Trains

A suitably selected impulse train when integrated
results in a two level sequenceo It is a well known
property49 that the aut c-vcoz-r-e.Lat.Lonfunction of the
input signal to the integrator is the negative second
derivative of the autc-correlati.on function of the
signal at the output of the integratoro If the form.
of the auto-correlation f'unct:'onof the output is
specifiedQ then by the above propertyv the auto~
correlation function of the input impulse train can
be derivedo Knowing the auto-correlation functior..v

it may then be possible to synthesise the actual
input impulse traino

For the successful application of this method. the
following essential properties must be satisfiedo

(i) The number of impulses in the input impulse
train must be eveno

(ii) All impulses must be of equal magnitudeo
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(iii) The impulses must alternate in sign.

(iv) The variable to be chosen to give the desired
auto-correlation function is the time spacing between
successive impulses.

The general arrangement of generating sequences
by this method is shown jn Fig.4l(a). The general
form of the output auto-correlation function considered
for synthesis and the corresponding input auto-
correlation functions are shown in Figo4l(b) and (0).

Necessary Conditions fOoT the Existence
of'SequenoE:!!

It is not always possible to generate sequences
of'a given auto-~orrelation function. It is shown in
Appendix A.5 that if the auto-correlation function of
the output sequence consists of successive straight
line sections with increasing slopes (for 'r)o), such
sequences cannot be synthesised. If the desired auto-
correlation function consists of a number of straight
line sections with decreasing slopes as shown in Fig.
4l(b), then some necessary (but not sufficient)
conditions for the existence of the sequence can be
derived.
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Condition (1)

A relation between the number of 'Ones' and
the length of the sequence can be derived as follows:

Let the sequence be of length N and the number of
'Ones' in the sequence be mo The desired auto-
correlation function of the sequence is shown in Fig ..
4l(b) where "i > 82-91~s3-s2 ....0 e

The total contribution of the m 'Ones' to the sum
of the ordinates of the output auto-correlation over
a period i.sm20 Thusw

==

Therefore

= -Nsr + (2r-l)sr + Nm

Therefore N = m-s r

For a specified auto-correlation function of the
sequencew the combination of N and m are.letermined
to satisfy the equality of Equation (42) 0
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Condition (2):

A relationship between the d.c ..bias of the auto-
correlation function and the number of 'Ones' and the
length of the sequence can·be derived as follows:

In the auto-correlation function of Fig.41(b),
let the doc ..level of the auto-correlation function
be Dc for values of delay> r'Awhere r is the number
of straight line sections and A the event timeo Dc
is always an integer.

Then., for a shift of rA, ~- Dc

for a shift of (r+l)~9

• • o • o . . .. •

for a shift of (N-r)A,

Sum of these values gives
N-r

k~ ¢XX(kA) = (N - 2r + l)Dc

For any 'One', the con.tribution to the sum of the
auto-correlations is (m-r).
The total contribution from m 'Ones' to the sum of
auto-correlations is m{m-r). Hence
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Hence.
(N - 2r + 1) Dc = m(m-r)

Therefore Dc = m(m-r) = integer (43)N-2r+l • • • • •

Condition (3) :

The different groups of ones (and hence zeros) in
the sequence can be chosen ·to satisfy certain conditions.
These conditions which are given below are the
relationships between the number of groups of 'Ones'
and the magnitudes of the auto-correlation function
for different delays which can be readily derived.

(i) The number of groups of 'Ones' ~ is given by

=

(ii) ,0x:x:(A)= number of 'Ones • in groups with
greater than one 'One' - the number of groups with
greater than one 'One' •

(iii) ,0xx(2A_)= number of 'Ones' in groups with
greater than two 'Ones a - 2{number of groups with
greater than two 'Ones') + (the number of groups ~f
the form 101).

(iv) ,0XX(3A.)= number of 'Ones' in groups with
greater than three 'Ones' - 3(number of groups with



greater than three •Ones Q) + the number of groups of
the form. 1001 + the number of groups of the form 1101
+ 2(number of groups of the form. 11011).

This can be axt ended to cover auto-correlations
for delays of 4A; SAo etco

If there are r straight line sections in the desired
auto-correlation functionll then r of these conditions
are necessary for the synthesis of the sequence.

9,,3 ..20 The Actual Synthests

It is again em.phasised that all the above conditions
given are only ne-:.essarycondi tior.s and hence the
aotual syn.thesis of the sequences involves a trial
and error procedureo

NowlI an example of synthesising these new sequences
using the above conditions is given,

Example 1: Let the desired auto-correlation function
be the one shown in Fig.42(a)o It has two straight
line sections of slope 2 and 1 respectively.
From Equation (42). we have

N =
2m + 281 - 3s2

m - 82
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If we assume that kl = 2 and k2 = 3 as in Fig.42(a),
then

m2 _ 5
N = ••••• (44)

m- 3

From Equation (43) • the d.c. level is given by

=
m(m - 2)

N - 3
••••• (45)

Trying out various values of m to satisfy Equation (45),
it is seen that m = 4 satisfies Equations (44) and (45)
giV'ing N = 11 and D = 1.c

Therefore ¢XX(o) = 4 and ¢XX(A) = 2
Hence

¢xx(o) - ¢XX(A) = 2 = number of groups of 'Ones'.

There are two possibilities -- these groups can
occur in the form •••001001110 ••• or ••00011000110 •••
From (3) (iii) above, it is seen that no groups of 101
is admissible and the arrangement •••001001110 •••
satisfies all the conditions. The actual sequence
that has the auto-correlation function of Fig.42(a)
is 10011100000. The impulse train generating this
sequence is shown in Fig.42(b).
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In a similar way to that shown in the above
example, three more new sequences have been obtained.
These are

(2) N = 150 X(t) = 101100111000000

(3) N = 20. X(t) - 10011000111100000000

(4) N = 25~ X(t) - 1000110000111110000000000

The generating impulse trains and the auto-correlation
functions of these sequences are shown in Fig.43.

9.3.3. Power Sre(~trUlIl of the New Sequences

By Fourier transformation of the auto-correlation
function. the power epe ct rum of the sequences can be
derived eas:!.ly. Considering the sequence to be of
levels +1 and -1 i.nstead of +1 and 00 the power spectrum
of the s equerice with an aut o-ccor-r-e'Latd on function of
the form shown in Fig.44(a) is obtained as follows.
From Fig.44(a)

for l'tl< A_

for l'tl >2A_
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Fourier transformation of .0XX('t) is given by

cp (w)
XX

NA.
T

= Jt f .0XX('t) cos w't d't
NA.
-2

Evaluating this integral. we get the power spectrum
{>XX(w) as

2

r=r.o { [. 71'r ]\ sI s~n N
+ L N 7!'r +
r=-oo Nrio - .

• [
sin ¥ ]

• r(r
T

• • • •• (46)
1where fo = NX"

The power spectrum is discrete with a harmonic
separation equal to the repetition frequency of the
sequence. This power spectrum has been plotted for
the sequence of length 15 (N~2) above) in Fig.44(b).
For comparison, the power spectrum of a maximal length
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PRES of the same length is also plotted. It is seen
that the power spectra of the two are similar. The
new sequence has more power concentrated in the lower
frequencies compared to the PRBS.

These new sequences are unfortunately not un-
correlated with the known m-sequences or quadratic
residue sequences of the same length. Hence from the
pOint of view of synthesising uncorrelated sequences
this procedure is not very promising. Binary sequences
have applications in other fields such as telecommuni-

'. "cations~ Perhaps9 sequences with a desired auto-
correlatidn function have seme applications in these
fields.
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10. CONCLUSIONS

A hill-climbing technique using pseudo-random
binary sequences as perturbation signals has been
studied. Two methods of closing the adaptive loop
have been examined. In one case, a noise-free measure-
ment of the gradient is obtained once every period of
the perturbation signal leading to a system with
discontinuous adjustment of the parameter. The step
adjustments to the parameter excite the process
transients and these transients give rise to error
terms in the measured gradient during subsequent steps.
As a result of this, the response of the adaptive loop

is dissimilar from either si.de of the optimumo
Theoretical analysis agrees with the experimental
results obtained.

To overcome these transient effects, a new method
of closing the adaptive loop has been proposed. In
this method, a noise-free measurement of the gradient
is continuously obtained resulting in a continuous
adjustment (once every clock interval) of the parameter.
It has been shown that the effect of transients in
this system is very much reduced, resulting in a
eupe r-Lor- system response. It has been shown that
application of 'Dynamic Compensation' further improves
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the performance, particularly when the loop gain is
relatively high.

The effect of noise disturbances in the form of
an additive noise signal at the output of the process
has been evaluated. It has been shown that the system
with continuous parameter adjustment has a better noise
performance compared with the system having
discontinu.ous adjustment.

An approximate stability analysis of the system
with contiml.ous parameter adjustment is given.

An inexpensiye and novel analogue running averager
has been developed. Its performance has been found to
be satisfactory. It has applications where ever
running averages of continuous functions are required.

Extension of thi.s hill-climbing technique to the
simultaneous adjustment of multi-parameter systems
requires uncorrelated chain codes as perturbation
signals. It has been found necessary to look for new
sequences which may possess this property. In an
attempt to synthesise new codes, two methods have been
examined. The first method has been found to be un-
successful. Using the second method. some new sequences
have been derived. Attempts have been made to
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generalise this method. The method has been found
to be unpromising as the new sequences derived are
not uncorrelated to other existing sequences.
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11. APPENDICES

A.l. Properties of Pseudo-Random Binary Sequences

Various aspects of the theory of PRES and other
sequences have been published in the literature43,44.
The properties of the PRBS and their particular
advantages for application in the field of adaptive
control are summarised in this Section.

1. There are at least two ways of generating PRBS.
One makes use of the theory of quadratic residues and
the other is based on the properties of digital filters
and their maximal length null sequences. The maximal
length sequences or m-sequences can be easily generated
using shift register circuits (Fig.36).

2. For an n-stage shift register the m-sequence is
repet~tive and has a period (2n_l)~ where ~ is the
clock period.

3. Each state of the binary shift register generating
the sequence has a unique predecessor (within one
period).

4. If the two states of the PRBS are +1 and -1, the
sequence has a unique shift and multiply property.
Because of this property, delayed versions of the
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sequence can be generated very easily.

5. In each period of the sequence the number of
'Ones' exceeds the number of 'Minus Ones' by one only.

6. In each period of the sequence, there will be twice
as many runs of 'Ones' or 'Minus Ones' of length r as
those runs of length r+l except that there are no runs
of n 'Minus Ones' or (n-l) 'Ones'.

7. The number ef different m-sequences obtainable
from an n-stage shift register is given by ¢(2n_l)n

where ¢(m) is Euler's Phi function defined as the
number of integers s such that 0 < s <-m and s is prime
to m.

8. For the generation of an m-sequence , the corres-
ponding characteristic polynomial must be irreducible
and primi tiv e;

9. The amplitude probability density function of an
m-sequence x(t) of +1 and -l's consistp of two impulse
of magnitudes

and

centred at x = +1 and x = -1 respectively.

10. The auto-correlation function of a PRES is periodic
with the same period as the sequence. For a sequence
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of magnitude +a and -aw the auto-correlation function
is as shown in Figo49. For large N and small clock
period, this auto-correlation function approximates
to that of white nOise. The auto-correlation function
for the first period can be shown to be

2 [ I~I2n ]

)

¢~x{'f) for 11'1, x )= a 1--- )A 2n_l
)

2 la for l'fl a. x= )2n_l
•••• • (A.l)

The negative bias from the auto-correlation function
can be removed if the code values are assigned (l+E)
and -(l-~) instead ef +1 and -1 where

1
~(N+ll.: - 1

N

11. The power density spectrum can be derived using
the Wiener-Khintchine theorem. From Equation (A.I).
it can be shown that57

=

r=-Ul, •••• -2.-1.1.2, •••,+co and rIo
••••• (A.2)
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where
= Impulse function at w = rw •c

It is seen frem Equation (A.2) that ~xx(w) is a discrete
fspectrum with a harmonic separation of Ne c.p.s.

Nulls occur at integral multiples of clock frequency
foo The bandwidth of tPx:x(w)~ °2?l· Nwc•

A.2. Gain of Adaptive Loop

The gradient ~ i.sproportional to the integral
of the cross-cor:r'elat:!.onfunction between the
perturbation x(t) ar..dthe response of the process y(t).
The loop gain is the produot of the integral of the
cross-correlation function ¢xy( ~) and the o·ther loop
constants. The expression to evaluate this integral
is derived in this Section.

It is well known that the cross-correlation
function between the input and the output signals of
a process is equal to the convolution of the auto-
correlation function of the input signal and the
impulse response of the process.
Hence

=
CDf ¢xx(s-~) h(~) d~
o



The integral of ¢xy(S) is given by

=
CDJ ¢xx(s-~) h(~) d~
o

ds

• • • •• (A. 3)

The integral inside the square brackets of Equation
(A.3) is to be evaluated for all the different
configurations of ¢xx(s-~). The second integral of
(A.3) is over all s.

~~
The auto-corr,elation"of x(t) is shown in Fig. 49.

By shifting the d.c. level of the chain code, the
auto-correlation function ¢xx(~) is given by

for ~, h

for -A ,,~, 0

= 0 for other values of ~.

The integral of Equation (A.3) can be evaluated as
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the sum of the following four integrals for different
configurations and over all s.

(i) s c 0 and s+'A.> 0, ¢xx( s-vr) lies entirely in
the second quadrant. Therefore

-'A.
II = f .0xy(s) ds = O.

-co

(ii) -A -e S £ 0,

(1+ 8~T) dT ] ds.

(iii)

( iv) a-A ~ 0,

Hence
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For the first·-order plant considered in Section 3.2,

= 1, .
o

-'tiT o
e 0 •••• (A.5)

Evaluating the integrals of Equation (A.4) using
Equation (A.5), we get

I =

••0" (A. 6)

For TT ~ 7""o c:' T = 127"'-9 the values used in
the practical simulation of Section 3.2. from
Equation (A.6), we get

I 0., 634 A • • .. •• (A. 7)

A.3. Relationship between the Starting Point of'
the Chai.n Code and the Transient Factor ex

The transient factor a is given by Equation (8) as

a =

For the first-order plant.
-tiT o

q(t) = (1 - e )
••• •• (Ae8)
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Hence wT,
B. o ...g e 0 s~n A

c.
T -t/Tof (l-e ) sin (wct+¢) dt
o

ex =

The first term when integrated. over a period of the
chain code becomes zeroc Ev-aluating the other integral,

~ Cl .00 (A.9)

ex = D, when we cc s ¢ s:'n ¢

or tan ¢
27\T._.

._I ••••• (A.ID)
T

A.4.. Calculati (Inof_.~thr~Tt~'?ti. ~::aJ.R~onge
for the System w~~Yh:CC:l.tinucusParameter
Adjustment

Though the parameter is adjusted quasi-continuously
(in N small discrete step adjustments in a period of
the chain code). the effeot; of t.he transient due to
these small step adjustments will st:il1 be present.
In calculating the response of the system the effect
of these transients has to be consideredo A digital
computer programme has been wri ttp..nto calculate the
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response for a first-order process. The method is
general and can be used for higher order plants also.
The step-by-step procedure adopted for this computation
is described in this Sectiono

,
Let q (t) be the transient component in the response

tfollowing a unit step adju.stment in parameter and GI
the other loop constants of the adaptive system. The

Qmultiplication of q (t) by the sinusoidal approximation
of ret) and integration giY€s the error due to a step
adjustment. As the gradient is measured by averaging
over a past period of the chain code. the total error
at the end of the rth step consists of error contributions
from the previous (r-l) step adjustments. If r> N,

then the error con+r-Lbut Lons fI'om the past N adjustments
only is considered.

If eKo' &Kl~ ••• 9 6Kr are the magnitudes of the
first9 second, ••• 9 and (r+l)th step changes in
parameter, the error after say pth adjustment is
given by

(p-m)'A.
f q'(t).sin (wct+¢+me) dt, for peN
o

••••• (A.II)
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and
(p-m)')...f q'(t).sin (wct+¢+me) dt
o

(p-m-N)')...f q'(t).sin (wct+¢+me) dt
o

for p>N

••••• (A.II)

where ¢ is the phase angle of ret) and a = ~.

It is seen from Equation (A.II) that for every rth
adjustment step, r integrals have to be evaluated.
If the order of the plant is high, q'(t) is a
complicated expression and the evaluation of Equation
(A.II) becomes very lengthy.

However, for the process considered in Section 4.1,
a square law device followed by a first-order plant,
q'(t) is given by

q' (t)
-tiT o

= - e

Since q'(t) is a simple exponential, the err9r terms
can be computed with relative ease.

Consider Fig.50. The error component due to the
step change in parameter at the rth olock interval is
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given by the integral representing the product of the
hatched areas. This is given by

(r-1)T
NTo

•

~ -tiT
f.l~ e 0 • sin (wct+¢) dt
(r-1)T

N
,.... (A.12)

The transient will be negligibly small at the end of
a period of the chain code after a step disturbance,
as the response will have settled during this interval.
Hence only N numbers of these integrals of Equation,
(A.12) are required to be calculated. Since q (t) is
exponential, these NI's need be evaluated over
successive clock intervals only once and stored. The
error contributions due to the previous (r-l) steps
can be calculated in an easy way by weighting the
stored I's in an exponential manner. If aI' a2••••• ar
are the ordinates of the exponential at the successive
clock periods (Fig.50), then the error terms
el' e2'.••• , er are given by
when r~ N:

el = (Il~)&Ko

e2 = (Il~+I2a2)&Ko+ (I2a1)&Kl
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,I

• • • • • •

••••• (A.13)

when r')N:

er = (Ir_N+lar_N+l +••• + Irar)oKo
+ (Ir_N+lar_N +•••+ Irar_l)oKI +•••

+ (Ir-N+l~ +•••+ Ir~)OKr-N

+ (Ir-N+2~ +•••+ Ir~~l)oKr_N+l
• • • • + (;rr~ )oKr_l ..

••••• (A.14)

•In this expression all ar s for r > N will be zero,
thus reducing the computation considerably. The step
changes in parameter oKo' oKl, ••• , oKr are to be
computed to evaluate el' e2, ••• ,er. These are
dependent on the adjustment steps and these can be
successively calculated as follows.

Let the initial misadjustment in parameter be
(Ko - Kopt)' Let go' gl' ••• , gr be the gradients
at the parameter values of Ko' Klt ••• t Kr• If the
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other loop constants are given by Gl, the step
adjustments No' NI' ••• , Nr are given by

=

This first step is error free.

NI = - gl Gl +'e1

N2 = - g2Gl + e2

•• •• •• • • •• • • • • • •

••••• (A.15)

er is calculated from either E~uation (A.13) or
Equation (A.14).
For the system considered in Section 4.1,

2rKr r 1 To 0.3 secs,gr = • = -;cr' =

T 2.115 Ko l7.5v, Gl
0.0906

'T'o = , = = 127 •

The programme to evaluate er and the adjustment
steps Nr is written in Algol and run on Elliot 803
Computer. The response is plotted in Fig.2l.
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A.5. rroof that Certain Types of Auto-Correlation
Functions are Unrealisable

In Section 9.3. two level sequences with an auto-
correlation fUIlction made up of straight line sections
was consideredI' The desired auto-correlation function
must be made up of straight line sections such that.
~I{'~ gk-l (Figo 41(b» 0

Consider the form of the auto-correlation function
shown in Fig.5l(a) in which g2> gl. The first and
second derivatives of the auto-correlation function
are shown in Fig.5l(b) and (c). It is seen from
Fj,g.5l(c) that ¢yy(t) is positive both for t = +A. and
.t.,:=-;\. This is possible only if there are consecutive
positive or negative impulses in the impulse ·train
which is inadmissible for a two-level signal. Hence
'two-level sequences that have an auto-correlation
function such that gk < gk+I are unrealisable.
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A.6. The Published Papers
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RECENT ADVANCES III A HILL-CLIMBING TECHNIQUE.

By K.C. Ng., K.K. Murthy·, D.H. Stockwell++, K.R. Morri.+.

Introduction

~e Wle ot pseudo-random binary .equencu or chain code. aa test
I~gnal. in control .yatem. haa been widely reported~ b., 2, 3]. Ita use
in optimilatioo has been delcribed by Douce and Ng l4T vho inveltigated
itr application in a hill-climbing scheme first proposed by van der Grinten
(5. lb. relponle ot their systelll ia discWlsed in thia paper and a new
arrangement ia proposed vhich overcomes the limitation ot their original
lyatem. To tacilitate the di.cuuions in the paper, a briet review ot the
technique will be given tirst.

In hill-climbing, the information required ia the gradient of the
~rtormance - parameter characteriatic. For small perturbations about the
working point ve aalume a linear relationship betveen pertormance measure P
IUldparameter value K. For optWlat ion, ve wish therefore to determine
the value of dP at the working point. Van der Grinten haa shown that

dK
when a broad-band Itationary random signal 18 uaed aa the perturbation in
parameter yalue, an estimate of the gradient dP is gi yen to vithin a con-
Itant tactor, by the integral dK

I Of beT) d.... o jO~xr (0) cis

....
het) i. the impul.e relponle ot the procels trom parameter K to performance
measure P. x(t) it the perturbation and yet) it the pertormance signal.

In practice, thil integral i. ey&!uated over a time Tl where Tl il
large enough luch that the procell has settled sutficiently to the steady
Itate. 'lbe choice of Tl il &110 atfected by the noise disturbance in the
procell.

'lb•• ,..tem inft.tigated by Douce and Ng is reproduced in figure 1.
The perturbation uaed is a chain code of length 121. Tbe 'integration is
perfo~ed o,!-r 63 bi t interval., that ia over a time'll. 63A where 1'1 ~ To'
the IIAJor tllpe conltant ot the procell. Thus

~ 0 /' ~.. (.).. .IJ~et-.)yet) dt ..
o _ 0 -·J yet) [ fT

l
z(t - .).. } dt.

o

: iC;OOl of ~gineerins Science, University of Warwick.
++ • ~L. Teddington, Autonomics Division.

Natlonal Coal Board, Cheltenham.
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Tbi. expression is mechanised by takin" the
0> running average

Tl

ret) • ~l f x{. - .) d.

ul • ,•..: 0• tlPAJ~ng this by y(t) and integratin the .
Tbe runnlng average operation i. perfor!ed :esult wlth respect to time.
counter, the digital output of which f u81n~ a reversible binary• orma one lnput of a hybrid multiplier.

llow consider the signal z(t) t .optimi.ation proceas. a tlme t after the start of the

t

ZIt) • ~iJ ret) yet) dt

o

ds) y(t) dt

dt ds ,

o

• Z('l')

when t • T or t. nT. (1)
A .ample-and-hold element i. thua included so that noise ..tree measure-

ment. ot the gradient ~ can be obtained, once per chain code cycle.
dK

2. Response of the Closed-Loop System
. When the loop i. closed, the parameter K i. adjusted in steps at
lntervals ot T. the chain code period. The variation in y has two components,
one due to the perturbation x(t) and the other due to the adjustnent.
ASiuming that both the step adjustment and the perturbation are small, each
ot these components of y can be considered separatf1:rand superposition
then applied to determine the signal Z(t).

Tbe first component of y yields, after multiplication by r(t) and
integration over time T, an estioate of the gradient at the present workin~
POint. Ku. 'l'hia is the desired signal determining the magnitude of the next
step adjustment. Thus the desired step adjustment is
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t.Kn+l• c Z(t)
vhere Z(t) is defined by expression (1)

'lbetransient in y as a result ot the nth adjustment step will
produce after multiplication by r(t), an error component in Z(t). For
a given'process this component is readily determined and can be shown to
be given by

Zl(t) • a t.Kn n

a , the transient factor, is proportional to the gradient at the previous
wBrking point K 1. The magnitude ot the (n + l)th step is therefore .n-

~Kn+l • c(Z(t) + Zl(t»)
• c(Z(t) + an~Kn)

The form and speed of response from an initial offset in parameter value
thus depends on which side of the optimum the initial point lies. For
example, assuming a modulus-type characteristic, the aequence of steps
from an initial setting to the left ot the optimum, where the gradient is
negative, is

~K • c.Z(T) - + e (a constant)1

~K • e + a~IS. • e + a62
~K • e + a~K2 • e + a(6 + ae).3

and so on.
On the ri~t of the optioum t~e gradient is positive, so that

a' = -a. Thus

~K • - 61

~K2 • -6 + a'~Kl • -6 + aB.
~K3 • -6 + a'~K2 • -B + aCe - aB).

and so on.

The response is therefore faster in the one case than the ideal
response and slower in the other. For values of a above a certain value,
~he s~ower response is alao oscillatory and if a>l the system is unstable1n th1S case. '

2.1. Evaluation ot a

, For a given chain code and a known process, the value of a can be
d~te~lned as follovs. The running average sienal ret) is a repetitive
~lgnal of period T, vith discrete levels, the transitions occurrin~ at the
l~:ervalS n>.vhere >.is the chain code bit interval. For the pur~ose of
t,lB ~alY3i!, it can be approximated to a good debree of accuracy by the
Bl.nU30ldo.l Slgnal

(2)
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depe~ding on chain code 1runnlng avera7e time. ...e~gth and peak a:npli tucic.

u ~ 18 dete~ined bJ the
chain code. Thi t .s 8 art1ng point is arbitrarJ.

~t the response i~ J to a small ste' .where g lS the gradient at the worxin~ pointPa:~Jus(tme~t 6K ln K be g.6K.q(t)
response ot the process trom paraceter to perfo q t) lS the unit sten
intesrator due to this cocponent ot Y is rmance. The output of the

where B is a constant
IIIC • ~ and Tl is the

T
starting point ot the

sin (CAl t + ~) dtc

1.11 T
g B sin (...£...l)

• 6K. ~_..:2~
T.
1

T·f q(t) ,i•

o

(1.11 t + ~) dtc

(3)

For a given process with constant dynamics it is possible to choose a
starting point such that the value ot a is neGligibly small or equal to
zero.

As. an exanpl!. consider t~e system shown in fi6ure l. The chain
crde used lS a 127 blt code descrlbed by the polyno!:lia.l.equation
D (i) D3 CB 1• 0 (ED denot~nG nodulo-two addition and D is the del&J
operator) and generated oy a seven-staGe feedback shift-register ~enerator
Tl equals 63A. The process consists of a square-law characteris~ic •
followed by a first-order lag of ti~e constant To.

• The variations in ret) and in a as a function of the startins
pOlnt (and hence ¢) are shown in fibUl'e 3. where tilepoint A corresponds
to the starting roi~t when all but one of the shift-regi~ter outputs are
zero.

For the values of loop constants e,iven, the behaviour of the syste:l
is Shown by the typical resr-onse curves in ficure 4 in which theoretical
curves are ~lotted to illustrate the good degree of accuracy in the
apDroxill'.ationto r(t) bj expression 2. Iiotethat tt,e response on one side
of the o?ti::1\.10-:1is vastly different from that on the other. When the loop
~ain is adjusted 80 that response on one side is fastest without overshoot,
the response on the other siele exhi"oits quite large oscillations and is
also exceedinGlY alo·".

In this eXaMple. the chain code period could have been chosen to
start at the point B (fieure 3). This is not always possible in practice.
since tne d;rna.r.Ucsof the :process are usually unknown and may cnance with
,;:>ara.'netersettin;.;. ....

3. Continuous Parameter AdjustMent
It is seen that the error si:;nal in Z(t) i3 due to t:1Ctrll.."lsient

in yet) rollowin~ the step adjustments in K. TI1iseffect ma~i"be reduced
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by continuou~ instcad of discontinuous ndjust~ents in K. y viII contain
a component, varying continuousl;; with time. If the rate of cha:n:;e of K
is s::lall, tile contribution of this cO:1!,onent to Z( t ) is neGligible.

Continuous adjust~ent of K requires continuous measur-enerrt of the
.;rndient as K is adjusted. ror noise-f:ee Meas;,:!,"p~len~si t, ~s nccec s e.r;:
to continuouslY evaluate Z(t) over n perlod T. ThlS ~s ~cnlcved by
ins(;rtin<; a second rwmin.:; avero.;:er RA2 after the mul.t i pl.i or-, The si~al
at the output of this ave r a.jer is

Z'(t) • tJT "et -y) oy

o

where

T Tl

Z'(t) • ~j{~,1x(t - y - .)dS} yet - y) dy.

o TOT
1• /'l'lf_ dyj x(t - y - s) yet - y) ds.

o 0

• _!_ fT1. (X(t - y - s ) yet - y) dv ,
T T1

o 0

1 1T:1• T T1 0 ~XJ(s) ds. (4)

A noise-free measurement of the eradient is avni1nblc continuously. 'nle
sample-and-hold is nov redundant. The para~eter is adjusted continuousll
such that

t

K(t) •!J Z'(t)Ti
o

dt.

The variation is y as a result of the continuous adjustment of the
para~eter vill produce an error ter~ in Z'(t). An exact analysis of the
closed-loop system ia not possible at present. It is possible however
to predict the response by a step-by-step raet.hod, 'nle net.hod considers
tile response K(t) to be :tade up of small cho.n;:;esat intervals eq,ual to the
chain code 'Lit interVal. Thus in a system usinC a 127 bit chain code,
there vill be 127 step chrmbes in K in any reriod T. Each (little) step
chan..;t!produces an error in Z' (t).

Consider the ste., chango 6K1. in K and t:.e eorresI'ondin.; variation
in y occurrinc at tiMe t - kA. This j.roduces an error in Z' (t) ~i ven bj'
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!AIT k).

Z' (t) • r" 6K.. B sin (~)fk ~·K· __ ~-=-2_ q(t).
T

o

sin

(6)
where ~ is the phase an~e of r (t) .to q~t}. ~surnin~ that the dyn~~icsaistlme t - k)' measured vith respect
~ons;dered In the time interval t _ T to constant over the ranse of K
In Z (t) due to the change in K over the t, then ~t time t, the total errorpast perlod T is

:1
Z'l(t). t 8k.6Kk

kill

where II • nunber of bi ts in the chain code and NA• T.

d
~f Nkl/'~larGe then the s~~ation can be replaced bJ an inte~ration

an lettln~ l~.~.then Z' (t) becomes C1

1 IH~

Z,>(t' ". C.I".Oil 'i~ (*'{fd4 f .(t' sin(·ct + 2.<1 dtJ (1)

o 0

where it is ass~'!led that t: is constant over the~ ranc;e of K considered and
each step is of the sa~e small amplitude.

Interchanging the order of integration, equation (7)becomes
T. 1

Z'>(t' "WC.IK.B Si~ (~, J .(t' ( sin( ... + 2.,) at dt

o Jt
T

=NG.6_K_._B~S~i_n__(!AI_C~~--1)lT .(t)(co. 2.ct - co•• ct) dt

1'1f T o
(8)

• B.6K.
The error in Z(t) in this system is nependent, as in the oriGinal

system, on the gradient.:: ond on the ste~ 6K. For a loop .:;&insuch tha.t
the tot al desire d adj ustment in a ,e ri od or is equrtL in both 3;;S terns (thl'.t
~a, s: • !1.6K), the error Z'l(t) is in rent.:~"nl Y(;r~'!~1.!chS::laller than Z let)
la the ori::;ino.l system, (by a factor. 01" the order 01' tl). 'l'he res,Z'O:lse
will tilerefore be very close to the iut!al response and the speed of response
will be similar on both sides of the optimum.

3.1. ~/nnmic Comr~nsa.tion
Hhen Il. diC

i
tal COr.lputer is employed in u.is hill-c~imbi~:; t~chnique,

the im;uls
e

reaponse h( r ) is determined first and the crndlcnt as tllen computed
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by integrating th! impulse response: In the continuous 'yatem. the
impulse response 1S updated everJ b1t interval '0 that the gradient ean
be determined continuously.

Sinee the impulse response is available, the response in y follow.
ing a step change in paraceter can be determined. If thi. is subtracted
from the nev values of y before perfo~no the cross-correlation, the error
term in Z(t) is eli~nated. This method, called dynamic compensation,
can be applied to the original and the continuo~IY adjust!d sys~em. The
systee vith dynaoic coopensatioD approaches the ldeal conflguratlOD for
this hill-climbing technique.

4. Experi~ental Results
The response of the oriGinal system haa been illustrated in

section 2. The same process is used for investigatins the nev method.
~e sacpler-and-hold ele:nent in fic;ure 2 is replaced by gn analogue running
averaber developed from a capacitor-drum del~ 6enerator •

~lPical responses are shovn in figure 5, vhich &r.ows response
curves on both aides of the o.,ti::lur.:for loop e;ains ot the same value as
in figure 4. The ~redictions of section !+'are veIl borne out b;,'the experi-
cental results. The vari ation in speed of response, measured by the time
to reduce the offset in peraceter to one-third of the initial value, vith
loop e;ain it .hovn in ficiUnt 6. The respOnse times of the system vith
diseontinuous adjustment are licnifieantly different on eaeh side of the
optimun (by a factor of about 3.5). The response of the nev syatem is
similar on both sides of the optimum. The fastest time to optimise, to
vithin 5% ot the optimum para:neter setting in both systems, is about 10 To.
The system vith continuous adjustment haa a higher limitine value of loop
gain before the system becomes unstable.

Both methods have been applied to a aecond process consistin~ of a
square-law characteristic folleved by a tranafer tunction

kE-PtH (p) •
( l+pTa) (l+pTb>

vhere k • 0.25, "t • 200 maec, Ta • 100 msec and ~. 1 see , The chain
code used is a 63 bit cc:>degenerated by the equation D60 D5Gn • o.
Tbe chain code clock frequency is 8 cIs ao that ~ • 1 aec.

• The results, obtained using the hybrid computing facilities of the
!••P.L., are su."II:Iaritedin figure 1. This ahov. the variation in apeed
of.respon •• , as measured by the total adjustment in a e;iven time trom an
inltial.orrset, as a tunction of the starting point tor the ':fstem vith
step.adjUlt~e~t of par~eter. The speed of res~onse of the system vith
contlnuoUl adJUlt~ent lS alao ahown for comparison.

. The res~ts of Ilpplyin;;d;rnanic comrensation are clearly shovn in
fl.:;ure1. It 18 seen tiHlt the s:lste~ ....ith continuous adjustment is almost
as zoor! Q.5 tIle.ideal system. For ver'J hit;h ;:ains. it may be advantaGeous
to &;,.,1:1 d;rr.a.-.J.cc:o:".•,enz(.tion.
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An Electromechanical Running Averager
By K. C. Ng, Ph.D. and K. K. Murthy, M.E.

A new electromechanical running averager is described. It is inexpensive, simple in construction and
reliable in operation. It is particularly useful when the running average of signals are required to

be simulated on an analogue computer.

(Voir page 203 pour Ie resume en francais: Zusammenfassung in deutscher Sprache auf Seite 210)

IN certain analogue computer applications, the 'moving
. average' or the' running average' of a functon of time
IS required. Tbe running average R(t) of a function of time
x(t) over an interval of time T is defined as:

T t

R(t) = f x (t - s) ds = f xes) ds (1)
t-T

where x(t - s) is the delayed version of tbe function x(t).
An example of a practical situation where the realiza-

!ion of equation (1) on the analogue computer is desired
IS the determination of the integral of cross-correlation
function between two signals in a particular adaptive
Control system'.

of

Let I = f q,xy (s)ds . . . . . . . . . . .. (2)
o

~here PXy(t) is the cross-correlation function between two
SIgnalsxC!) and yet).
Equation (2) can be written as:

T +00

I::: f f yet) x(! - s)dt ds (from the definition of PXy(t»
o -00

Changing the order of integration gives:
+00 T

1 = f yet) {f X(I - s)ds} dt (3)
-00 0

T

In equation (3), f x(t - s)ds is the running average of X(/)
o

OVertime T which is required to be simulated on tbe
analogue computer for the determination of I.
This article explains a new metbod of obtaining the

rUnningaverage using a simple electromechanical system.
Equation (1) can be written as:

t t

RCt) = J x(s)ds - J xes - T) ds ........ (4)
-00

a By the definition of equations (1) and (4), the running
t~er~geR(t) at time t of the signal x(t) is the integral of
t e signal over the interval (t - T) to t. That is, it is equal
s? the integral of x(t) minus the integral of tbe delayed
~gna.lx(t - T). The mechanization for the computation of
(t) IS shown schematically in Fig. 1.

a From Fig. 1, the impulse response of the running
Vcragercan be expressed as:

het) = uC!) - u(f - T) (5)
~here u(t) is the unit step function and u(t - T) is the
elaYedstep function.
a ~hus, the impulse response of the running average has

0)( car waveform.

l\tethOds of Simulation
~ method of simulation of the running average as

rh. University of Warwick.

represented in Fig. 1 requires the delayed version of the
time function. The accuracy with which the running
average can be simulated largely depends upon the
accuracy with which the delayed signal can be generated.
The delayed versions of time functions can be obtained

by conventional techniques such as electronic delay circuits
or magnetic tape delay lines. With these methods, precise
unity gain setting for the delay block (Fig. 1) is difficult.
If the gain is not exactly unity, the residual difference
when integrated results in considerable deviations from
the actual running average at the output of the integrator.
This is a serious limitation on the accuracy obtainable by
this method.

TIME DELAY INTEGRATOR

Fig. 1. Arrangement for averager

An alternative but rather expensive method is to convert
the analogue signal into a digital signal. The delayed
versions are then readily obtained and the computations
of the running average is easily performed using reversible
binary counters. A digital to analogue convertor is then
used to obtain the analogue running average signal. The
accuracy here is dependent only on the analogue to digital
and digital to analogue convertors used.

The electromechanical running averager described in the
next section bas the advantages of low cost and simplicity.
No complicated equipment or circuits are involved. It is
particularly useful when analogue signals are involved.

Principle of Operation and Construction
The principle of operation of tbisis tbe capability of a

capacitor drum to generate delayed versions of the time
function. The performance of tbe capacitor drum as a
delay unit is described first, before describing the running
averager proper.

A number of capacitors are connected at one end each
to a commutator segment on a rotating drum and at the
otber ends to a common point. Two brushes are provided
on the commutator at diametrically opposite points. The
input voltage (a function of time) is connected to one
of the brushes, the otber brush is taken to the input
of a higb input-impedance amplifier. The common point
of the capacitors is earthed.

When a capacitor is in contact with the input brush
through its connected commutator segment, the input
voltage charges the capacitor to the instantaneous value
of the input voltage. The capacitor moves on with its full
charge until it comes in contact with the next brush
when the charge on tbe capacitor causes the output voltage
of the amplifier to rise to a value proportional to the
stored charge. If the leakage is negligible, the output
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I

Fig. 2. Principle of tbe running averager

x(t)

A

Fig. 3. Practical arrangement of running avernger

voltage is the same as the instantaneous value of the
input voltage, but delayed by a time interval equal to
the time taken by the capacitor to move from one brusb
to the other. Similarly, successive capacitors delay the
successive instantaneous values of the input voltage and
the voltage at the output of tbe amplifier is thus a
delayed version of the
input voltage. The length
of the delay is conveni-
ently varied by varying
the speed of rotation of
the drum.
The capacitor drum

described can be used to
realize equation (4) and
generate the running
average.
This is best illustrated

by considering the ar-
rangement shown in Fig.
2. The voltage wbose
running average is re-
quired is connected to a
brush on the drum. The
common point of the
capacitors is taken to the
virtual earth of an elec-
tronic integrator. The
capacitors are charged
to the instantaneous
value of the input
voltage u(t) as they pass
under the brush in turn.
After a complete revo-
lution, wben tbe first
capacitor again comes

z
;( 0'5
Cl

Cl
0«
...J

LLJ It
If)
0«
X
a.

31t
T

21t
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under the brush, it is charged to the new value of
input voltage at that instant of time and thus the pre, i
charge is automatically erased.
If u(t) is an impulse Al uo(to) occurring at t = t

capacitor which is in contact with the brush at t = '.
charged to the value:

.....................
wbere e is the value of the capacitance.

At point A, the virtual earth of the amplifier.
i,= io

:. qi = qo
Hence tbe output voltage Va is given by:

-Ale
Vo=---el

v.

.............. ., .

R(t)

After one full revolution, wben tbe same cap
passes through the brush again the original char
erased and hence the output voltage falls to zer . ~
the impulse response is a constant of magnitude - A1
from to to to + n.6.t and zero for all other valu
where n.6.t is the time required for one complete re
tion.

Thus, the successive values of tbe input ign
remembered over the time required for one rev Iuti

. The output of the integrator is the average value f
input signal over the last period, i.e. it is the run
average of tbe input signal over this period.

Fig. 3 shows the practical set-up of the running \ r
The capacitors are connected between two copper I m
disks on which the desired number of conducting 1m
(commutator segments) has been etched. Low lea
high stability polystyrene capacitors are used. In tb
built, 127 such capacitors are employed. The ap
drum is driven by a servo-motor. Since the tim
which the funning average is taken is the time re
for one complete revolution of the drum, the rUM

average of the signal over a wide range of time int

1·0

Fig. 4. Frequency re.po.se of tbe averager for a delay s = 40... ee

It

2

-- Theot.ticill
x x Practical values

f Hz
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can be obtained by driving the drum at the appropriate
speed.

Frequency Response of the Running Averager
By transforming equation (5), the frequency response

function HUw) of the running averager is obtained as

HU ) = !_sin(wT/2) L - ( T/2) (9)w wT/2 w .

This is plotted in Fig. 4 where the practical values obtained
are also shown. It is seen that the experimental and
theoretical values agree quite closely.

Conclusions
The running averager described is simple to construct

and reliable in operation. The accuracy is limited by the
number of capacitors used and in the experimental unit
127 discrete elements perform satisfactorily. The accuracy
also depends upon the leakage in the capacitors and brush
ripple. For the experimental unit, the error is within
2·5 per cent in the low frequency range. Six of these units
are now under construction for use in a multi-channel
adaptive computer financed by a Ministry of Technology
Research Contract.
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The Belfast Flight Simulator
A flight simulator, designed and manufactured by Miles

Electronics Ltd of Shoreham. Sussex, has now been put into
operation at the RAF Transport Command Squadron Station
at Brize Norton for flight training with the Short S.C.5
Belfast aircraft.
This transport aircraft is a 4-turboprop machine having a

maximum payload of over 35 tons with a speed of 306 knots
and a range of 5300 miles. As a trooper aircraft it can carry
250 men.
The simulator (Fig. 1) is equipped with a cockpit motion

system providing sensations of movement to the crew of tbree
which are representative of the movements of the aircraft
during flight. The system is free to move in roll, pitch and
heave.
All aspects of the aircraft's operation are faithfully simu-

lated. The noise system provides the sounds of engines, pro-
pellers, wind noises, alternators, the noise of tyres on the
run-way and of the wheels running over the joints in the
COncrete taxi-tracks. Even such things as the thud of the
Undercarriage going down when it is lowered and the differ-
ence in noise when the flaps are operated. are simulated.
In addition to full simulation of all the aircraft systems,

the Belfast is fitted with the Smiths Autoland system, similar
to the one used on Trident aircraft operated by British Euro-
Pean Airways. This simulator is the first to be fully equipped
for practising automatic landings so that pilots can become
familiar with the operation of the aircraft while on automatic
flight.
Simulated aircraft failures of the various systems. including

the Autoland system. can be introduced at will by the in-
structor. The aircrew can then practise the emergency pro-
cedures necessary to maintain control under all combinations
of these failures.
To provide practice in world wide flying the Belfast simu-

'11. I. Th. BeI,••1 Tbree·ad. SI.alllor .elRhllll! approu•• tel, .... Ib
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lator is provided with a radio navigation simulation system
which is capable of producing synthetic signals representing
60 ground radio stations simultaneously. When the aircrew
tune from one or other airborne receivers to a ground radio
beacon they will receive the proper identification signal and
information automatically from the simulator computer. The
computer calculates the position of the radio station and of
the aircraft and varies the signal strength as the aircraft gets
further away from the radio station.

This vital facility is provided by a special purpose digital
computer of Miles design and manufacture. To ensure that
the coverage is really world-wide a facility is provided for
changing the programme of radio stations by the simple in-
sertion of a punched programming tape, thus an exercise
which bas been concerned with flying in Europe in the morn-
ing can be replaced with a North American flight in the after-
noon.

The instructors' positions (Fig. 2) are completely comprehen-
sive and in addition to the radio aids and faults selectors,
contain all the controls and instruments necessary to efficiently
conduct and predefine the exercises. These positions are ergo-
nomically designed and contain automatic devices to record
the situations existing at crucial points in the exercise such
as landing.

Within the next few months the simulator will be equipp vl
with a synthetic vision system to allow pilots to practise day
and night landings at an airfield in visual conditions under
reduced visibility. The display to the pilots will be provided
by a 3-barrel colour projection television system with pro-
jectors mounted under the front of the fuselage and the image
back projected on to a screen mounted in front of the pilots'
windscreen. An ultra light weigbt mirror is placed in front
of the projectors to reflect the picture on to the back of the
screen.

Fie. 2. Th. Instrueters' Control D.sk sbowlnllth. ..nral tap. record.r.
aad tbe mop. of the routea 01 tb. ,I.alated fII,bt
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Determination of Non-linearity by Analogue Simulation
By G. W. Holbrook", B.Sc., M.Sc., Ph.D., and J. S. Collins+, B.Eng., M.Eng.

The majority of non-linear devices can be described by a power series relating output al1~ input
currents or voltages. The coefficients of the earlier and significant terms mc:Y be <?bwlIl.ed .b·
synthesizing the output waveform of the device by means of a sequence of integrating ClrC!/It,
using a ramp input signal. The output of each integrator circuit: may ~e used to provide a dir et

plot of the corresponding coefficient over a range of bias voltages.

(Voir page 203 pour Ie resume en francais: Zusammenfassung in deutscher Sprache auf Seite 210)

NON-LINEAR devices which exhibit a continuous
and single valued relationship between input voltage

and output current can generally be described by an
infinite power series of the type:

I = Go + a1V + a2V2 + a3V3 + etc (1)
While a number of methods exist for determining this
describing power series, the majority of these require a
large number of measurements which are usually followed
by a tedious calculation. Addtionally, any of these methods
which depend upon a d.c. measurement often require that
the device be held, over the period of the measurement,
in a steady condition which is beyond its normal con-
tinuous power rating. This is of particular consequence in
semiconductor devices which are susceptible to even small
temperature changes above the normal.

Methods- which depend upon the measurement of the
harmonics, generated with a single sine wave input signal,
require a knowledge of the relative phase as well as
amplitude of each harmonic with respect to the funda-
mental. While the amplitude of harmonics may easily be
determined, phase measurements of higher harmonics
represent a distinct problem.
The following paragraphs describe a method of obtain-

ing the first few significant coefficients of the describing
series, directly and under dynamic operating conditions.
It will be appreciated that the degree of significance of
the coefficients will depend upon the degree of non-
linearity of the device and also on the amplitude of the
input voltage which is contemplated. Additionally, the

L2 k'a,
Fig. 1. Arrangement of integrators

method described below is limited in use to non-linear
devices which are resistive in nature and thus exhibit no
'hysteresis loop' in their characteristics.

Waveform Synthesis
This method depends essentially on synthesizing a wave-

form which will match the output waveform of the device
in question. Synthesis is achieved by a number of succes-
sive integrations performed by electronic integrating
circuits whose initial conditions can be adjusted to pro-
vide an optimum match. In order to integrate voltages
and currents, with respect to time, a linear sawtooth signal
is used as the input to the non-linear device allowing the

• Nova SCalia Technical College, Canada.
t Northern Electric Co. Ltd, Canada.
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input signal to be written as:
V = Vo + kt

where VD is the input steady-state bias and k i a
factor. If equation (1) is rewritten as a Taylor' ri

n

1= L Ap (V - Vo)P ........•..••
p=o

where:

tben: n

let) = L kPAplP ............•..•••••
p=o

where:

Such a series can be generated using a number
tional amplifiers, connected alternately a ad
integrators as indicated in Fig. 1. At any time, I.

n

I(t) = L kPap (t - tl'1'
p=o

Thus coefficients of equation (1) can be written
Go = AD + kAltl + k2A2tl2 - - - - knAntln }
ka, =kA1 + 2k2A2tl + 3k3A3tl2 - - - - nk"Anfln-1

2! k2~ = PA2 + 6kSAstl - - - - n(n - 1) knAn/n--
n! kra; = n! ks A;
A comparison of equation (4) with Fig. 1 indi
the total input to the integrator establishes th

P! kPap for

-A,

kO, 0,

Typical Test Circuit
In order to establish a match between the

form of the non-linear device and the" I
generated by the integrators, a visual cornparis, ..n
differences between these two signals may b m
c.r.o. This is achieved as shown in Fig. 2.

The control device, on which depends th b si
of the whole system, provides the energizin ~ n
current of all of the s.p.d.t. relay contacts in th
Additionally, it provides a triggering pul e f r th
Amplifier No.1, connected as an integrat r. pre
ramp signal of kt to the non-linear device, ia th
voltage VD and also drives the X axis of th • 1
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PAR TIll

FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF LINEAR
SAMPLED-DATA SYSTEMS

SUMMARY

While designing the electroniJ sample and hold
for the adaptive sys·tem of Section 3 (Part II) of this
thesis, the frequ.ency respense of the Sand H was
investigated. It was found that at certain sampling
frequenoies, the standard text look approach gave rise
to errcneou~ results. In this part of the thesis,
the correot frequency response of the sample and held
at these frequen~:ies is derived. This result has a
particular Lmpor-tance in stability asaeaement ,
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1. INTRODUCTION

Frequency response methods are invaluable for
analysing and synthesising of linear. time invariant
control systems. Sampled-data systems cannot be
handled in an exact manner using these techniques
however, since a sinusoidal input signal does not
produce a sinusoidal output. However, if "the output
signal is approximated by its component of input
frequency, useful information can be obtained in mar~
cases of practical importance. The common approaoh
to this approximate analysis is significantly in error.
The correct expression for the frequency response of
the sample-and-hold is derived.

A typical sampled-data system consists of a sampler
followed by a zero-order hold and the plant transfer
function. The text books54,55 on sa.mpled-d.atasyste:rr:.s
derive the frequency response function of the hold as
a oontinuous function plotted in Fig.45. The same
plot except for a scale factor also represents the
transfer function of the sample-and-hold unit if only
the fundamental component of the output of the hold
is considered56•
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If Gsh(jw) is the frequenoy response functi.on of the
sample-and-ho1dv then the quoted result is

= 00000 (1)

This representation of the transfer function of sample-
and-hold gives good results when the ratio of the
sampling frequenoy to input signal frequency is large.
However, when this frequency ratio is small and in

Ws 2particular when w = n wLere n = 1,290009 the frequency
response function is no longer single valued as
predicted by Equation (1) and plotted in Fig0450

When the inpu.~ frequen:::yis simply related to'the
!lWssampling frequen:::y (w = ~) II the gain ef "the sample-·

and-held unit depends upcn the phase relatior.:.sh:ip
between the input sinusoid and the sampling pulses.
This is not exhibited in Fig.45, but can readily be
deduced. The effect will be discussed in detail for

Wsw = ~ which is the most important practical case,
since system instability can always occur at this
frequency.



DERIVATIONOF Gsh(jW) AT w

The transfer function of the sample-and-hold taki.ng

into account the phase angle between input and sampling

wave-forms is derived as follows.

By definition, the gain of Sand H is given 'by

Fundamental Component of the ou+put, of the Hold

Magni tud e of Sinu.soidal Lnpuf

Ws .
At the input frequency of w == ~ II the output of 'che

sampler is a seri.es of al ter.nate pu.lses of ampl:itllrie

A sin ¢. and the output of the no.l.d is thus a square

wave whose amplitude dependa on ¢. the phase angle

between the reference zero of ·the input signal ar..d the

instant of commencement of sampler action. as shown.

in Fig" 46. The ou+put signal f'r-cm the data held has

a magnitude m(t) which is a maxtmum when ¢ ::::t90o and

zero when ¢ == 0 or ±IBOo (Figo46)o The fundamental

component of m(t) is, by Fourier analysis,

Xo == Al cos wt + BI sin wt

where 2'Jf

Al == kf m(t) cos wt dwt
0

4A 2
== ~

sin ¢
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and 271'

= ~ f met) sin wt dwt
o

= sin ¢.cos ¢.

Thus,

_ .1!
1f sin ¢ sin (wt-¢) '0000 (2)

from which it follows that
....

-j¢
= sin ¢.e 0 ••• 0 (3)

Thus9 it is seen from Equation (3) that Gsh(jw)
is not equal ,to~~ as preiic"ted by Equation (1) 9 but
can take any 'value between 0 and ~ depending on the
phase angle ¢ (which can vary in the range 0, ¢ ~180o).
Also the phase ~f GSh (jw) is equal to -¢ and nc t a
constant angle - ~ as predicted by Equation (1)0

Similarly it can be shown that Gsh(jw) varies
DWswith ¢ in the same manner at input frequencies w = ~

where n = 3.5.7 ••••• These frequencies are precluded
from the discussion by the sampling theorem, however,
and are not of significant interest in feed-back
control systems.
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It is easily shown that Equation (3) represents
a circle in the G(jw) plane with centre (09- ~)

2and radius ffv as shown in Fig.47.
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3. STABILITY ANALYSIS

The stability of a closed-loop continuous system
can be predicted by plotting the Nyquist diagram of
the open-loop frequency response function and checking
for encirclement of the -1 point. Neglecting harmonics
and intermodulation terms, the technique can be used
as an approximate method for the stabili ty assess:m.en~:
of a sampled-data system"

If the transfer function of the plant is Gp(p)q
then the open-loop frequency response function G(jw)
is

G(jw) =

where Gsh(jw) is the frequency response functicr..of
the sample-and-held.. In plotting the Nyquist diagram
from Equation (4). care must be taken to use Equaticn.
(3) for the frequency response function of the

Wssample-and-hold at w = lr" Otherwise, erroneous
stability predictions can result. WsWhen w = ~, from
Equations (3) and (4), it is seen that the Nyquist
plot can lie anywhere on the circle of radius
g_ IG (jWS) I'
71 P ~ passing through the origin with its
centre on the line through the origin at an angle of

[
0 jws ]-90 + Arg.Gp(~) • If this circle encloses the
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-1 point, then instability is predicted. This is
illustrated by considering the following examples.
The results are compared to those obtainable from the
Z-transform method which of course gives exact solutions.

Example 1:

KLet :::

From Equatior..s(1) and (4), we get. 1A.singthe quoted
transfer fun.c.:tionfor._the sample-and-hold,

-.

G( jw)
K L-

It is clear from Eq1A.ation(5) that for ar~ w< ~ 9Ts
the Nyqu.ist plot of G(jw) cannot encircle the -1 point,
thus predicting the stability of the closed loop
system for all K. Thus, the instability that is
observed at half sampling frequency is not predicted.

Using the procedure described above, the more
accurate open-loop frequency response locus may be

IlWsused. For w I ~, this locus is identical to the'
wsoriginal curve. For w = 1r' when the gain of the

continuous portion is R~9 say, the overall gain is
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represented not by a point but by a circle ef radius
R and centro RL&_, as shown in Figo 480 The pr..r-t i.cul ar-
point along this ci r-cl.e which is effective depcnd.s on
the ph<:..seangle between the input sinusoid and the
sampling pulseso The circle passes through the (-100)
point for Y :-.::20730 for the exam.ple under consideration ..
This compar-ee reas.)nably well with the exact r'esu.:.t:o

K.( ? 017 g.iven by the Z-trnnsform It.ethodo

Exa,;ple 2~

Let Gp(p)
K(1+T2P)

II::

p(1+T1P)

From Equations (1) and (4),

wT 1/2sin s K(1+w2T~)
G(jw) """'2s:: wTs • w(1+w2T2)1/2

2""" 1

~ -1 -1- ., -tan wT1+tan wT2

For any value of w, ¥ I the phase angle of G(jw)
s

cannot reach - 'If and hence GC jw) cannot encir~le the -1
point predicting stability for all K. As in the previous
example, using the above procedure, it can 1::eworked out
for the representative values say, T=I=T1, T2=2o the,
phase angle of G(jw) be~omes -~ when ~ = 9806°. This
corresponds to the stability limit of K :::1030
The Z-transform method gives K, 10030
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4. CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that the conventional frequenc.y
response function of the sample-and-hold unit is in

IlWsserious error when frequencie~,of ~ have importance.
B,y considering the response to these input frequencies
in detail9 a more accurate response function may be
derived. with a pronounced effect on the predicted
stability of closed-loop sampled-data systems. As the
order of the system increases. it may be expected that
the ao~uracy of the techrdque will improve, with the
increased attenuat::on of harmonic components. Although
the method is only approximateQ it may prove valuable
for rapid estimation of system behaviour and for
providing a phyad cal insight into some phenomenon
observed in sampled-data systems. The predicted
instability in the above analysis is due to the phase

w
sensitivity of the output of the hold at w =~. This
is a phenomenon which is neglected in t~e z-transform
analysis. In the Z-transform method, the gain of the
zero-order hold is taken as constant since perfect
reconstruction is assumed. But, as has been shown,

w
this is not true at w = 2s• The gain is a function of
the phase angle ¢ and the instability predicted in the
above analysis is due to this phenomenon only.
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